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tHe faCt tHat famIly BusInesses are impacted by the dynamics 

between the family members is well-known. what is often overlooked 

is the fact that promoter driven businesses are impacted equally by 

the dynamics between the promoters and their families. In this issue of 

families & Business magazine, the faB-maG as it is being called, we talk 

to promoters who are in business with either a family member or a friend.

roshan abbas, the well-known face and voice on all media, is a 

pioneer in the events industry. He started his company, encompass, 

with a friend and business associate more than twenty years ago. the 

company has grown and the relationships between the partners has 

strengthened. roshan talks to us about what does it take to keep a 

partnership going. 

manav and madhav windlass are brothers who decided to start a 

business together. Their gourmet vegetarian only fine – dine restaurant in 

delhi became the talk of town very quickly. the brothers not only work 

together but also stay together in the same house as their parents. they 

talk to us about their venture and the push-and-pull of doing business 

with family.

women inheritors of family businesses are an exception rather than 

the rule. shikha Bhatia is one such exception. Her father, naresh Bhatia, 

is one of the few patriarchs who has given up control to the gen- next. 

shikha talks to us about her business and the manner in which she 

prepared not only herself but also her father bring about the change in 

their business. 

we, at the faB - maG are delighted that we are able to reach out to 

people across the world. It delights us even more when we get articles 

and stories from people round the globe. In this issue we have well-

known experts writing for us on matters of family businesses close to 

their heart. 

as always, it is a pleasure to hear from you about the faB - maG  

and any other matter of family businesses. do write to us at 

sonubhasinfab@hotmail.com and share with us your stories and views. 

Presenting to you, dear reader, this issue of the FAB – MAG.

Happy reading!

sonu Bhasin
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atul nIsHar, the founder & Chairman of Hexaware 
technologies, is a well-known It leader in India 
who has contributed in promoting Indian software 
capabilities across the globe. He has also successfully 
promoted and managed It companies that have 
become global enterprises. He is also the president of 
the Indus entrepreneurs (tie) mumbai.

under his leadership, Hexaware technologies 
has grown into a global software and Bpo services 
corporation, with a market cap of us$ 2 b.

a serial entrepreneur by nature, atul founded 
aptech limited, a computer education company, in 
1985. He grew aptech into a leading global It training 
outfit with over 1000 centres across 40 countries.

An active and known figure of the Indian IT industry, 
he was the Chairman of national association of 
Software and Service Companies (NASSCOM) in 2000 
and he continues to be on the executive council of 
nassCom.

FAb editor – in - chief sonu bhasin met Atul Nishar 
in Mumbai to get a sense of the way forward for indian 
family businesses.

From Shirt-SleeveS to Bandh-Gala

From Shirt-SleeveS to Bandh-Gala

atUl nishaR:
bUsinEss lEaRninGs 
FRoM thE  
staRt-UP KinG

Entrepreneurship 
is not age related. 
Experience is very 
valuable. Ray Kroc 
started McDonald’s at 
the age of 50

6 Volume Ix
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your leSSonS In entrepreneurShIpS 
Started early In lIfe. what are the 
learnInGS that have Stayed wIth you 
throuGh the yearS?
Atul Nishar: The very first lesson I learnt, and to Quote 

socrates was “the only thing I know is that I know nothing 

at all”. the lesson is to be humble and approach each 

matter with an attitude to learn. the second learning is not 

to speculate, invest your money, not just gamble. third, 

effective execution is critical. a business is as good as the 

management team it has. fourth lesson is that it is always 

better to choose a business that is scalable.

promoterS often faCe a dIlemma on 
whether or not to Sell theIr buSIneSS. dId 
you have a ConverSatIon wIth yourSelf? 
what waS the thouGht proCeSS behInd 
dIveStInG your buSIneSS?
Atul Nishar: It is not easy to exit from a business which you 

have built with a lot of hard work and passion. I am proud 

of the way Hexaware has grown and has built value for 

its shareholders, clients and employees. after running the 

business for 23 years, day in and day out, I wanted to take a 

break and do different things in life. therefore, I decided to 

put the business in the hands of a pe fund that can continue 

to grow the business.

Good investors only 
stay as mentors and do 
not interfere with the 
management

THE OBJECTIVE OF A FAMILY OFFICE IS  TO PROFESSIONALLY 
MANAGE FAMILY’S SURPLUS FUNdS WITH A CERTAIN SET 

OBJECTIVE, dEFINEd RISK PROFILE ANd ASSET dISTRIBUTION

Should a Start-up alwayS remaIn an 
entrepreneurIal promoter drIven entIty, or 
Should It tranSItIon Into a profeSSIonal one?
Atul Nishar: for several years a start-up would need 

entrepreneurial spirit and risk taking ability of the 

promoter. But with the scaling up of the operation, the 

entity has to transition into a professional set up. only 

then can it scale up.

we see many inheritors choosing to go the start-up way 

instead of following their fathers. Capital however comes 

from the family. How can the patriarch balance his own 

expectations versus that of his progeny?

now a days, well-educated children of Business families 

do not want to join the traditional business of the family. 

Instead they want to create a business on their own, It is 

better for the family to professionalize their management 

rather than expect children to join and run for them. 

today’s start-ups offer great opportunities.

what StopS the patrIarChS from harneSSInG 
and ChannelIzInG the entrepreneurIal SpIrIt 
of the Gen-next In theIr own buSIneSSeS?
Atul Nishar: It depends on the nature of the business. If 

innovation and new technology can be introduced and if 

the business model can change to move with the times, the 

next generation would have an interest.
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next generation is not keen, and the value addition 

stops, then it makes sense for the promoter to exit and 

allow someone else to carry on with the business.

how doeS a famIly buSIneSS owner know 
that It IS that rIGht tIme to Start a famIly 
offICe?
Atul Nishar: there is no right time. If you have the 

liquidity, then one should start immediately and at 

the earliest. one should keep in mind the power of 

compounding. also, early investing gives a profession 

approach to one’s investments. this will enable you to 

have clearly defined goals and a long-term approach. 

lot of families focus only on the main business, but if one 

simultaneously focuses on investing wisely and smartly 

then the pressure to earn out of main business is reduced.

Several promoterS are buSy manaGInG 
theIr own buSIneSSeS. and they feel a 
famIly offICe IS the way to outSourCe 
money manaGement to a Group of 
profeSSIonalS. IS that the rIGht approaCh? 
and what IS your own approaCh? why dId 
you ChooSe that?
Atul Nishar: the promoter should spend time in a 

family office just like he does in his other businesses. No 

difference here.

In my case, we have a CEO for family office, but I 

am actively involved in decision making. I believe that 

works better.

In IndIa the famIly offICe ConCept IS 
StIll In ItS InfanCy. do you thInk that 
the erStwhIle huf model waS a kInd of a 
famIly offICe?
Atul Nishar: Family office is to professionally manage 

family’s surplus funds with a certain set objective, 

defined risk profile and asset distribution. This is 

different than the Huf model.

In your opInIon, Can a famIly offICe 
StruCture alSo enSure ContInuIty In the 
famIly buSIneSS? or are the two mutually 
exCluSIve?
Atul Nishar: family businesses can be put under 

the structure of a trust which will ensure long term 

continuity of management and the trust can be 

overseen by the family office. This would avoid risk of 

inheritance tax and disputes among legal heirs. 

do you See a dIfferenCe between IndIa and 
overSeaS entrepreneurIal SpIrIt In the famIly 
buSIneSSeS? what do you attrIbute theSe to?
Atul Nishar: today India is seeing a wave of 

entrepreneurship expressed in the form of start-ups. India 

being an emerging economy, offers opportunities that 

might not be so prevalent in the developed world.

entrepreneurShIp, In the mIndS of moSt 
people, IS aSSoCIated wIth younGer people. 
why do you thInk IS thIS So? why not wIth 
the older, more experIenCed people who 
may aCtually make It a SuCCeSS? IS there a 
formula to enSure that an InveStor In a 
Start-up StayS aS a mentor and doeSn’t end 
up overwhelmInG the Start-up?
Atul Nishar: entrepreneurship is not age related. experience 

is very valuable. ray Kroc started mcdonald’s at the age of 

50. No matter what the age, just that one should have the 

energy and mind set to start a new venture.

Good investors only stay as mentors and do not interfere 

with the management.

what about the faCt that often the next 
GeneratIon In the famIly IS not wIllInG to joIn 
the reInS of what you beGIn. what do you do 
then?
Atul Nishar: While running family office, the children should 

be encouraged to invest in start-ups since it is a huge 

learning. the ideas, sprit and energy of the start-up brings 

with it the whole disruptive model of business giving the 

children great exposure and is also a win - win for both.

the purpose of family business is to create value for 

stakeholders (includes family), clients and employees. In 

India, promoters are unwilling to exit the family business 

since there is an over association with the business. If the 

The ideas, sprit and 
energy of the start-
up brings with it the 
whole disruptive 
model of business

WHILE RUNNING A FAMILY OFFICE THE 
CHILdREN SHOULd BE ENCOURAGEd TO 

INVEST IN START-UPS
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hoW to bECoME 
a RainMaKER

By robert James

‘you Can’t do that’
throughout my business life, I have had endless  

self-proclaimed experts tell me, ‘you can’t do that’. I 

found that whenever some expert told me it couldn’t 

happen; the opposite would happen. such ‘expert 

advice’ would always signal that I was about to hit a 

big outcome. It drove me to work that much harder at 

whatever it was.

my most famous, or infamous, naysayer was my very 

first accountant, Gary. Gary was my accountant when 

I first started down the road to becoming a franchisor. 

I was a 27-year-old horse trainer, running a successful 

mobile car cleaning business. I made a definite decision 

that I was going to franchise the concept and create a 

national brand. so, I made an appointment with Gary the 

accountant as you do when you are required to make a 

decision like this. Gary’s office was in a little suburban 

shopping centre. It was just Gary and his receptionist 

come admin assistant who met me in that small office.

I sat down in front of Gary with my optimistic attitude, 

a cool logo, drafts of manuals, $20,000 in my bank 

account, and a business. I planned to go big, go national, 

or go home. I was going to recruit 20 new franchisees in 

the first 12 months, market hard, and make James Home 

services a national brand.

when I told Gary about my big dream, what do you 

think he said? First, he laughed – loudly. I don’t think I 

have ever heard anybody laugh any louder. and then, it 

went a little something like this:

Gary said, ‘no-one is ever going to buy franchises 

from you!’ I said, ‘what the …….’

He replied, ‘why would they buy franchises from you, 

instead of the established systems?’

my response: ‘Because we will be better than 

everyone else!’ to which he replied, ‘you will never get it 

off the ground.’

‘Can you just sort out the company structure? I’ll deal 

with the actual business,’ I replied, unimpressed.

And after that as they say – the rest is history! I kept 

Gary on as my accountant for those first 12 months, just 

to prove him wrong of course. I recruited over 45 new 

franchisees in that first 12 months alone! We were off to a 

flying start, and James Home Services was born.

fIndInG your true north
you do have to decide what you want to achieve. I 

understand that may sound simple. after all, you make 

important decisions every single day. you also change 

your mind daily; it’s the normal pattern of things.

some decisions will not impact your life forever, 

while others will. When you are definite on your long-

term decisions, it gives you clarity. In today’s world of 

uncertainty, to lead a growing business and growing 

family, the true north needs to be a definite set of 

decisions. If you want to start on your journey, you must 

start with a decision as to where you want your journey 

to end.

every day, you will be faced with decisions that 

can, and will, write your story. the decision to have 

or not have children is clearly one that will form the 

basis of your ‘big story’. today many couples aren’t 

having children as young as previous generations. the 

traditional or ‘old school’ family unit is no longer the norm. 

or you may already have a successful business and are 

now considering introducing children into the story. or 

maybe you are deciding not to have kids at all. either way, 

make a definite decision. Making no decision is the worst 

decision of all.

I have seen many business owners struggle with the 

definite part of the decision-making process. Typically, if 

you come out with, ‘what if I change my mind?’, you may 

well decide to change your mind at times.

many things in life are negotiable, other key elements 

should never be negotiated away. Challenging your own 

thinking to give you the clarity you need is the starting point.

There is a process that helps us make those definite 

decisions. Clarifying what outcomes, you want to achieve 

and don’t want to achieve becomes a very powerful tool 

in the decision-making process. when you have decided 

where you are heading long-term it gives clarity to the 

decisions you make every day.

let’s have a look:
• Give yourself a ‘time out’. deliberately give yourself 

time out of the game to think things through. it can be 

10 minutes or two months depending on the ‘size’ of the 

decision.

• Inspect the decision. what is the real long-term 

outcome you are trying to achieve? what are you 

uncertain about? what is ‘real’ and what is only a movie 

in your own head?

• Brainstorm options. If you need external information, 

then do your homework. Be patient and careful with 

those you get advice from. make sure it’s professional 

advice, not just a mate’s opinion. Be open to the 

information but make up your own mind as to whether 

you want to take that advice on board.

• Evaluate. this seems to be the bit most people don’t 

do. they free fall even after they have the full story, too 

scared to decide. Be brave; buy into your vision. use the 

logic, not the fear, to make your decision.

• Be pragmatic. Clear the fog. put aside other people’s 

agendas. disregard the gossip or what may be the ‘nice’ 

thing to do. e question is, what long-term outcome are 

you planning to achieve? now you must decide and stick 

to your decision. 

robert is an australia based franchisor Business Coach and franchise 
strategist, specialising in family Businesses. He is also the author of 
the best seller balance. https://balance.enterprises/book/

I HAVE SEEN MANY BUSINESS OWNERS STRUGGLE WITH THE dEFINITE  
PART OF THE dECISION-MAKING PROCESS

IF YOU WANT TO START ON YOUR JOURNEY, YOU 
MUST START WITH A dECISION AS TO WHERE YOU 

WANT YOUR JOURNEY TO ENd
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rosHan aBBas is a man of may parts. one is sure 
even he would have forgotten the number of creative 
hats he has donned in his life. for the boy from 
lucknow who wanted to combine creativity with 
business acumen, well, he’s certainly come a long way. 
take your pick if you want to slot him as an event 
manager, a writer, or a radio jockey, theatre actor, 
emcee, director, anchor or perhaps even the promoter 
of his successful event management company – 
encompass. He’s all this and more. faB caught up 
with him for a heart to heart chat about what makes 
him tick.

you are a fIrSt-GeneratIon entrepreneur. what drove 
you to the rISky world of entrepreneurShIp
roshan Abbas: I was always told that I am a combination of a left and 

right brain and while creativity excites me, making that into a business was 

always a tantalizing proposition. I am by nature a problem solver and I think 

the first step to entrepreneurship is having a problem that keeps you awake 

at night that you are so willing to solve that you will take any risk to do so.

Roshan
abbas
EnCoMPassEs all
that hE sURVEYs

FeatUre StorY

I WAS ALWAYS 
TOLd THAT I AM A 
COMBINATION OF 
A LEFT ANd RIGHT 
BRAIN. WHILE 
CREATIVITY EXCITES 
ME, MAKING THAT 
INTO A BUSINESS 
WAS ALWAYS 
A TANTALIzING 
PROPOSITION

Volume Ix 15Families
Business&
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ONCE THE CLIENT SAW THE MAGIC  
WE dELIVEREd, THEY WERE 
CONVERTS TO OUR CAUSE

event manaGement In the 
nInetIeS waS not quIte 
what It IS today. what 
Impelled you to Start a 
buSIneSS In the area of 
event manaGement?
roshan Abbas: the lack of an 

organised player in this field 

motivated me to bridge the need 

gap. at that point in time there 

were no major players and only 

briefcase boutiques. I saw the 

opportunity and felt that if one 

could bring the professionalism 

of an advertising agency and the 

creativity of the performing arts 

one could have the perfect event 

management company and since 

I had an inclination to a little bit 

of both I felt it was the perfect 

business to get into.

the famIly at many 
tImeS preventS an 
entrepreneur from 
takInG rISkS. what waS 
the role of your famIly 
aS you Started the 
journey of enCompaSS?
roshan Abbas: my parents have 

always been a constant support 

they told me to start anything 

with the simple mindset: never 

to mistake my net worth for my 

self-worth.

also the constant reminder 

that I had a safe and secure home 

in lucknow that I could always 

go back to was a great help and 

a constant boost to me . I knew 

that I had nothing to lose.

what were Some of the 
ChallenGeS faCed by you 
In your early yearS?
roshan Abbas: look at that time 

clients used to mistrust an event 

agency and make unrealistic 

demands. payment terms always 

used to favour the client and to 

date we have many and collected 

debts. a lack of a professional 

vendor network was also a 

challenge. Convincing the client 

that what we did was more than 

just a show and was part science 

and art was another issue. But 
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If you love what you do and 
your eyes light up when you 
do it keep doing it

once the client saw the magic we delivered, they 

were converts to our cause.

over the yearS, aS you Grew bIGGer 
and better, how dId the nature of 
ChallenGeS ChanGe?
roshan Abbas: In the initial days the company 

was a mish mash of friends and people front the 

arts who worked on a rather adhoc basis with 

no clear structure and mostly high spirits drove 

the enterprise. as time went by everything from 

systems, reporting, incentives, leaves which you 

would expect in a regular organisation were 

implemented.

process and professionalism was the need of the 

hour while keeping our passion alive.

In your opInIon, IS there a rIGht tIme 
for brInGInG In CollaboratorS/
StrateGIC InveStorS Into the buSIneSS?
roshan Abbas: there are multiple reasons for 

looking at strategic investors or collaborators. 

Growth can be organic from within but for inorganic 

growth you need a few things. either you need to 

expand into geographies and so seek a partner, 

need capital to scale, skills that someone else 

possesses or just be part of a larger mothership. 

Leaving a fitting legacy is another need.

how dId you know that the tIme waS 
rIGht for enCompaSS and you?
roshan Abbas: sukrit my partner rightly said that 

the first decade was the decade of passion and 

running a business where one was searching for 

gold in the wild wild west. the next decade was 

a decade of professionalism where we partnered 

with wpp. when we sat down in meetings, we were 

always trying to get a share of the marketing pie 

from the marketing mix.

runnInG your own buSIneSS IS 
dIfferent from beInG part of a larGe 
orGanISatIon? how dId you handle the 
tranSItIon?
roshan Abbas: when you work for someone 

else the role shifts from entrepreneurial to more 

managerial. However, we always wanted to keep the 

entrepreneur in us alive.

MY PARENTS HAVE ALWAYS TOLd ME 
NEVER TO MISTAKE MY NET WORTH 

FOR MY SELF WORTH
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work, what are the key learnInGS you Can 
Share wIth them baSed on your experIenCe 
of runnInG your own buSIneSS?
roshan Abbas: the what and the how can always be 

figured out. Ask yourself why you are doing it. If you love 

what you do and your eyes light up when you do it keep 

doing it. If there is a great opportunity say yes and then 

figure out a way.

are your ChIldren keen to take your work 
and leGaCy forward? If yeS, how are you 

I HAVE ALWAYS FOUGHT AGAINST 
ENTITLEMENT ANd HAVE MANAGEd TO CARVE 

A NICHE FOR MYSELF

GroomInG them? If not, why?
roshan Abbas: my children are keen to explore the world 

of entertainment and experiential marketing but in a rapidly 

changing world what they have got from my business is a 

lot of exposure and so they are keen to explore their own 

ventures.

I have always fought against entitlement and have 

managed to carve a niche for myself in a space when no one 

in my family previously had any experience. I would love to 

see my children do the same in a new space. Give them the 

tools and let them create their own taj mahal. 

Having a board that trusted us and 

gave us the freedom to make plans and 

implement them was a very good beginning. 

operationally I handed charge to my Ceo and 

partner sukrit and freed up time to look at 

other ventures. I have always believed - hire 

your own replacement and you will always be 

free to do new things.

how muSt the promoter/
entrepreneur prepare hImSelf/
herSelf to Go throuGh a merGer/
CollaboratIon/aCquISItIon?
roshan Abbas: do not try to do the merger by 

yourself. work with a set of professionals you 

trust. read every document before signing on 

the dotted line. even if even till the last minute 

the gut says not to do it follow your gut.

Once it’s done, be prepared for difficult 

questions, be prepared to answer to someone. 

Be prepared not to use passion as the reason 

for a plan but to be able to support your plan 

with a vision and mission that everybody 

believes in.

there also needs to be a certain 

detachment about your emotional investment. 

It must be measured, controlled. most 

acquisitions come with a certain amount of 

affluence so always be careful to not let that 

go to your head.

when you work wIth your ClIentS 
you work wIth Some of the top 
talent In the profeSSIonal world. 
what are three key learnInGS, If 
any, that you have aCquIred from 
the profeSSIonalS?
roshan Abbas: Before undertaking any task 

be clear of the goals to be achieved.

1) Comment in public criticize in private

2) document every discussion so you always 

have something to go back to.

3) recognition comes with rewards. rewards 

build reputation. reputation brings 

revenue

ConverSely, lookInG at the way 
Some of your profeSSIonal ClIentS 

I HAVE ALWAYS BELIEVEd – HIRE YOUR 
OWN REPLACEMENT ANd YOU WILL 

ALWAYS BE FREE TO dO NEW THINGS
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it Wasn’t RaininG WhEn 
noah bUilt thE aRK!

By mitzi perdue

tHere neVer has been and never will be a family that can avoid all conflicts. And since 

conflicts are inevitable, it’s always best to prepare for them ahead of time.

The most helpful preparation is to develop a solid culture of “putting the family first.” 

However, this won’t happen automatically, because there’s a built-in tug-of-war in families— a 

tug-of-war between individualism and community.

on the individualism side, we are pulled towards wanting to be able to express ourselves 

and act on our own feelings. we want to feel autonomous and free, not repressed or 

smothered.

on the community side, we’re pulled towards being part of a close family where we have 

a ready-made source of comfort, support, understanding, security, and identity. the cost of 

all these benefits is relinquishing some of our individualism, including the need to always be 

right.

members of any family are likely to feel pulled in these two directions. However, being part 

of a business family changes the balance, because there’s a lot more at stake than just the 

family or its individual members.

a public quarrel can harm or even kill a business. when I was growing up as a member of 

the family that founded the sheraton Hotels, I was told from infancy that public quarrels “are 

not something we do.” my siblings and I grew up with the phrase, repeated a thousand times, 

“we don’t wash our dirty linen in public.” we have head this over a meal, or during holiday 

rituals, or when we’d heard stories about our grandparents and others who had gone before.

We were made aware that with 20,000 employees 

and 25,000 stockholders, it would be not just unwise, 

but wrong to let quarrels escalate. we knew that a public 

family quarrel can make you vulnerable to competitors, 

demoralize the employees, harm the brand, and damage 

the value of the stock.

the mantra of, “we do not wash our dirty linen in 

public” was so firmly ingrained that while we might have 

contemplated assassination, I don’t think any of us ever 

considered bringing in a lawyer or a member of the 

press. we did everything we could to keep quarrels from 

blowing out of proportion – and we succeeded.

But that’s not to say we didn’t have issues. to take 

just one, in 1968, some of the family members wanted 

to take advantage of a tremendous offer that Itt had 

made to buy the sheraton chain. It would have meant 

enormous amounts of cash immediately.

However, several of us, including me, didn’t want this 

to happen. we all had our reasons: “It’s my identity!” “It’s 

disrespectful to father’s memory!” “I don’t want the cash; 

I want to be a part of sheraton!” “an outside company 

will never care as much about the employees as we do!”

emotions were at white-hot levels. we were divided 

over the possibility of large amounts of immediate cash; 

a large part of our identity for our entire life was in 

danger of being ripped away; and our parents’ legacy 

was being turned over to outsiders. It was a great big 

bubbling stew of some of the strongest feelings you can 

imagine.

We argued among ourselves – and it wasn’t always 

pretty! – but none of us ever spoke to lawyers or the 

press. I don’t think anyone outside the family knew what 

we were feeling at all.

In the end, we decided to sell sheraton. to the rest 

of the world, however, we had presented a united front. 

and, most importantly, we were true to our deeply held 

values: we never washed our dirty linen in public.

at the end of this experience, we all felt proud that 

we had gotten through this and remained a close family. 

once the decision was made, we closed ranks, and 

nobody held a grudge. And 50 years later, we’re still a 

united family. But that wouldn’t be true if we hadn’t done 

the hard work of developing a culture ahead of time that 

supported “family first.” 

mitzi perdue is the author of How to make your family 
Business last. she is also a professional speaker, author, and 
businesswoman. she is the widow of frank perdue and daughter of 
ernest Henderson, co-founder of the sheraton Hotel Chain. she can 
be reached at www.mitziperdue.com.

WE dId EVERYTHING WE COULd TO KEEP qUARRELS FROM 
BLOWING OUT OF PROPORTION – ANd WE SUCCEEdEd.

A PUBLIC qUARREL CAN HARM OR EVEN KILL A 
BUSINESS.  MY SIBLINGS ANd I GREW UP WITH THE 

PHRASE, REPEATEd A THOUSANd TIMES, “WE dON’T 
WASH OUR dIRTY LINEN IN PUBLIC”

preparing for family  
Business conflicts
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FRoM banK ClERK to a  
toP toYota dEalER

J K Gupta shares his story with  
the faB - maG 

I have had no problem 
frankly speaking 
changing over from 
manufacturing to 
trading. As a matter 
of fact, it is far less 
challenging and far 
more comfortable

From Shirt-SleeveS to Bandh-Gala

                                             uccessful enterprises usually have their 
origins in humble beginnings. JK Gupta’s rise from a humble 
clerk at uCo bank in Jalandhar to one of the most prominent 
Toyota car dealers in the country is one such story. In 1960 
JK Gupta was working in a small, bank branch office while his 
father was running a low tension, switches business. as fate 
would have it in the same year his father suffered a stroke 
and his capacity to run the business severely diminished. 
almost by default, Gupta was saddled with the responsibility 
to manage the family business.
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JK Gupta approached the managing director 

of the company making switches and told him 

he was ready to step in his father’s shoes. He 

argued that though he was not an engineer he 

would run the business successfully because of 

his capacity to work hard and honestly. the md 

of the company, Vp mohindru saw in the young 

man a desire to excel himself. He gave the go 

ahead for JK Gupta to manage the business. 

the rest as they say is history. read on.

your deCISIon to Sell off your 
runnInG buSIneSS to havellS waS a 
Smart one. what prompted you to 
do So?
JK Gupta: By 1985 mr. mohindru’s three sons 

were ready to join business, while I had only 

daughters. I felt it was a matter of time before 

they would join the business and I would be 

edged out. so, I approached mr. mohindru 

to have division of business. the division 

happened peacefully in 1990. So, Indo Asian 

switchgear Company p ltd became my 

company with 100% shareholding. By 1990 our 

finance minister Mr. Manmohan Singh opened 

the country to the entire world and invited 

investments with an open mind. He wanted 

foreign investment to come in and he made 

things very attractive by devaluing the Indian 

rupee twice in a short time of two months in 

early 1990. Once again fate had other designs.

By 1995 most of the world known 

manufacturers of switch gear had already 

established their units and were able to offer 

high quality, latest technology. our products 

were of low technology and could not match 

them in quality. It was very clear that our 

product life cycle was hardly 3/5 years unless 

we upgraded our products to the level being 

produced by other well-known companies. I 

therefore contacted various small and medium 

level companies in uK/ Germany/ france. 

since we were regularly visiting Hannover 

electrical fair every year most of them known 

to me. But they were not interested in doing 

business with us due to our Jalandhar location 

and absence of airport facilities. they would 

only be interested if I am shifted to delhi and 

use Jalandhar as a production base. I could 

“I FIRSTLY BELIEVE THAT AGE IS NEVER A 
FACTOR. IT IS YOUR INNER dESIRE WHICH 

KEEPS YOU GOING”
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advice is to dispose of such business and restart your 

life rather than killing yourself in unviable business.

how dIffICult waS It to ConvInCe 
toyota to take you on aS a dealer?
JK Gupta: It was not very difficult to convince the 

executives at toyota since my daughters & son-in-

law was there to look after day to day work and my 

financial resources and experience could be used 

by them in promoting toyota business. somehow, 

they were convinced that I would be able to devote 

full time and work successfully. therefore, we had 

no problem in getting a toyota showroom from 

mr. neel Chahal. within 2 years we were able to do 

reasonably good sales and we were able to establish 

ourselves as a successful dealer for toyota cars.

“TO USE A LOCAL IdIOM, I PREFER BEING 
THE “HEAd OF GOAT THAN TO BE THE TAIL 

OF A LION”

IT IS VERY RIGHTLY SAId “IT IS THE FAMILY  
BEHINd EVERY SUCCESSFUL MAN”

not think of shifting to delhi. to 

use a local idiom, I prefer being 

the “Head of goat than to be the 

tail of a lion “. I knew this was 

the end of our hunt for better 

technology and by 2000 I was 

unable to find a solution for this. 

once again destiny intervened. 

one day I got a call from mr. 

Qimat Rai Gupta, Chairman 

Havel’s group to meet him in 

delhi. He wanted me to sell of 

my company to him. we had one 

more meeting and price water 

House was appointed by Havel’s 

for due diligence. the price was 

fixed. Final payments made on 

31/03/2002. This was yet another 

act of the almighty.

what advICe wIll you GIve 
other promoterS about 
whether or not to Sell 
theIr buSIneSS?
JK Gupta: There is no definite 

advice for such promoters who 

have grown their businesses and 

naturally have lot of attachment 

to them. It is very difficult for 

them to imagine that their 

identity is suddenly lost and 

normally most of the promoters 

will continue even if it is a dying 

business. I fully appreciate the 

feeling of the promoters. I for 

one would advise such promoters 

to look at their business 

dispassionately and realize the 

facts of business. I personally feel 

that they should work thoroughly 

to revive it and if that is not 

possible, it is better to come out 

of that business. It is also very 

important to understand the age 

factors and the family constitution 

factor. and then accordingly the 

decision can be taken. But my 

how waS the tranSItIon from a 
manufaCturInG buSIneSS Into a ServICe 
buSIneSS?
JK Gupta: I have had no problem frankly speaking 

changing over from manufacturing to trading. 

as a matter of fact, it is far less challenging and 

far more comfortable. In manufacturing there are 

so many elements and factors which you cannot 

afford to overlook, but in trading and particularly 

in automobiles the only important factor is the 

customer and how to give his vehicle the best and 

proper after sales service.

what keepS you GoInG even now?
JK Gupta: I firstly believe that age is never a factor. 

It is your inner desire which keeps you going. I 
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I firmly believe 
the organization is 
known by its
people rather than 
its size

personally feel that at this age 82 years, I 

have to create a culture, which is in the best 

interest of our people because I firmly believe 

the organization is known by its people rather 

than its size. and I feel that there is so much 

which I can do for my people which should 

make them better citizens and lead a better 

quality of life. and I sincerely wish to utilize 

my next few years in this direction. How far 

shall I be successful, it is again his wish. your 

business is doing well when we are respected 

by the society and also by all the government 

departments; having a very clean record as 

well as total upright working is my motto.

what haS been the role of your 
famIly In your buSIneSS?
JK Gupta: fortunately, I have had 3 daughters 

and a very understanding wife. she was 

very clear that all her girls should have the 

best education and remain within family 

discipline and culture. so, she was trying to 

provide a very healthy homely atmosphere 

and stay within the boundaries of our culture. 

therefore, there was hardly any outside 

influence on our girls & we used to give them 

company as much as possible. perhaps this is 

what made them homely, yet very competent. 

they have all achieved gold medals in their 

studies. In fact, my second daughter who 

studied in the usa and passed out in 1989 

was considered the best student of the year. 

there were few years when we were under 

a lot of pressure for executing our export 

orders; my wife gave her total support and 

never complained about anything. rather 

she encouraged me to achieve as much as 

possible. It is very rightly said “ It is the family 

behind every successful man”.

what IS the vISIon that you have 
for your buSIneSS and the famIly?
JK Gupta: I consider next 3-5 years as the 

golden period of my life and my family is 

involved in my business with a clear cultural 

vision, high standards of ethics, upright 

dealings, for creating a desirable place to 

work. my aim is that anybody working for my 

organization enjoys his job, put in his best 

and is part of prosperity. 
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the faB - maG team caught up with manav 
and madhav windlass and spoke to them 

about their new, innovative enterprise

entrepreneUrShip 

KiaRa:
soUl KitChEn FoR  

a GEnERation WillinG  
to EXPERiMEnt

                                     an enGIneer, a fInanCe mba 
and pure veGetarIan food reStaurant In the 
heart of punjabI – neIGhbourhood! how dId 
thIS happen?
Windlass: we have been very passionate about food since 

our childhood and both are vegetarians. while travelling in 

our jobs we realised the options for fine dining, vegetarian 

food is very less.

you are limited to traditional options. the other 

concern was pertaining to the perception of restaurant 

food. we continue to hold a low opinion of food cooked in 

restaurants in terms of nutrition.

michelin star restaurants abroad are fully vegetarian; 

however, India having the world’s largest vegetarian 

population has a dearth of vegetarian fine dining. It is this 

gap which gave rise to the concept of Kiara soul Kitchen

you are fIrSt GeneratIon entrepreneurS. 
dId you faCe any ChallenGeS from 
the famIly when you deCIded to turn 
buSIneSSpeople?
Windlass: there were apprehensions, but our family 

was very supportive for us to get into business. we 

both wanted to do something together for a long time, 

and this was an opportunity where our passion was 

converted to work.

KIARA SOUL KITCHEN IS THE BRAIN CHILd OF SIBLINGS MANAV ANd 
MAdHAV WINdLASS, ONE AN IT CONSULTANT ANd ANOTHER A 

MANAGEMENT GEEK, WITH AN AVId INTEREST IN VEGETARIAN FOOd
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havInG been both profeSSIonalS and now 
entrepreneurS, what are Some of the 
learnInGS that you have CarrIed forward 
from your earlIer avatar?
Windlass: we both have carried forward a professional 

attitude in the workspace. we want to build a transparent 

organisation where people grow on merit and install 

processes for various activities including sourcing, Hr etc.

are there any learnInGS that profeSSIonalS 
Can Get from entrepreneurS?
Windlass: as entrepreneurs the buck stops with you. so, 

the responsibility and the range of activities you do is 

unlimited. The learning is twofold – decision making, and 

not reacting to volatility, but to trends. you always have to 

keep the bigger picture in mind and not get distracted by 

minor deviations.

It’s something of an article of faith for us since 

we are in the process of learning

IS there a ‘rIGht aGe’ for 
entrepreneurShIp?
Windlass: we don’t think there is a right age. Both 

of us have a six-year age gap and are in different 

stages of life. as long as you believe in what you 

want to market and have the risk appetite, I don’t 

think it makes a difference.

what makeS kIara SpeCIal?
Windlass: Kiara soul Kitchen is a concept 

based on three pillars – purity, mindfulness and 

innovation.

purity in terms of ingredients used; we use a lot 

of farm fresh vegetables from our own farm and 

wedon’t use any artificial colours or flavours.

mindfulness comes from the way food is 

prepared and low use of fat, fresh ingredients 

(we avoid frozen ingredients). we also have 

gluten free, vegan options. Going ahead we also 

have nutritional dishes for people with sugar, 

cholesterol or thyroid issues

the whole concept, cuisine and presentation is 

innovative. It’s our take on vegetarian asian food.

despite the entire concept, we have nowhere 

compromised on the taste & experience of food. 

so far we have received wonderful response from 

people who have dined with us, so it really makes 

the concept very special.

doeS your famIly eat there? what do 
they tell you about theIr experIenCeS 
at kIara?
Windlass: yes, our family does eat here. they are 

one of the most demanding customers as they are 

brutally honest.

However, overall the feedback and experience has 

been very positive, and they are very encouraging 

to the staff. they have a very balancing and 

healthy influence on us and our staff.

what advICe would you GIve to 
profeSSIonalS who want to turn 
entrepreneurS?
Windlass: It is too early for us to give advice. 

But one thing is for sure. Be prepared for a roller 

coaster ride, because it’s totally worth it. 

“YES, OUR FAMILY dOES EAT HERE. 
THEY ARE ONE OF THE MOST 

dEMANdING CUSTOMERS AS THEY 
ARE BRUTALLY HONEST”

your father haS worked wIth a Couple of 
the beSt famIly buSIneSS ownerS of IndIa. 
what waS hIS advICe to you aS you Started 
your journey aS entrepreneurS?
Windlass: Primarily there were two things – trust and 

professionalism. He said it is imperative to have highest 

trust in each other; yet maintain our professional mindsets 

even in a family business.

dId you have to battle any pre-
exIStInG mISConCeptIonS/notIonS about 
buSIneSSpeople?
Windlass: Grass is always greener on the other side, but 

we were aware of the challenges of being on our own and 

we were prepared not to expect our scheduled monthly 

pay-outs. now we realise its tougher than what we had 

imagined as the success rate in the industry is very low.

“IT IS TOO EARLY FOR US TO GIVE AdVICE. BUT 
ONE THING IS FOR SURE. BE PREPAREd FOR A 

ROLLER COASTER RIdE”

Kiara Soul Kitchen 
is a concept based  
on three pillars – 
purity, mindfulness  
and innovation
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By robert powell

sUCCEssion PlanninG in 
FaMilY bUsinEssEs

proVIdInG ConfIdenCe to the market and key 

stakeholders that the organisation’s vision will remain on track 

when transitioning a family business is paramount.

equally, the structure you select for your business transfer 

will depend on the objectives you are trying to achieve. 

this process takes time along with a lot of careful planning 

and thought. It can be one of the toughest and most critical 

decisions a business will face, yet the one most likely to be 

viewed as too hard. Business owners need to view succession 

structuring as a unique opportunity that rewards them for 

their time and effort over the years and provides a way of 

continuing those rewards for future generations who invest 

their time and energy into the business. succession planning 

can secure the current business owner’s vision for the future 

and their future standard of living.

a lIfeStyle vISIon 
when considering succession, business owners need to look 

at what they believe the future of the business will look like, 

and what they want their future lifestyle to be.

this will include careful consideration of the following key 

questions:

• Do you have any plans post succession? Have you 

considered hobbies or volunteer work?

• Is an ongoing income required from the business? If yes, 

how much and how frequently? 

• Do you intend to still be involved in the business in some 

other capacity, such as a mentor?

a buSIneSS vISIon 
Business owners also need to carefully consider not only 

their own goals and objectives, but whether these goals and 

objectives align with the expectations and capabilities of other 

parties involved in the business.

It is important these align with the planned exit strategy by 

considering the following:

• Do you know the views and intentions of all family 

members? (running the business or taking a profit share)

• Do you know the views and intentions of key staff 

members that are not related?

• Have you objectively assessed the capabilities of those 

whom you believe are best suited to succeed you? 

• Have you considered those who may not be ready for 

the role but could be with the appropriate training and 

mentoring?

• Do you know the views of key stakeholders in relation to 

your succession plan?

• Does your proposed successor genuinely want to take on 

the role because they’re passionate about the business and 

want to lead the business into the future, or because they 

feel obliged or pressured to take on the role?

• Have you taken a step back to assess your proposed 

successor’s capabilities from an outsider’s perspective?

Knowing the views and intentions of both related and 

non-related key stakeholders is critical. It is important to sit 

down with all involved, separately and as a group to discuss 

your intentions and their expectations. the opportunity has 

to be given for all involved to have a say. these discussions 

are also likely to bring to light any key issues that you may 

not have previously considered, as well as who would like 

to be considered and who has the capabilities to become a 

successor.

whilst it can be hard letting go of the reins and 

acknowledging whether or not your future successor can do 

the job as well or better than you, it’s important to remember 

that you would like the business to continue succeeding into 

the future with or without you. therefore, you need to allow 

people the opportunity to learn the role, make decisions, make 

mistakes and learn before you transition out of the role.

an external vISIon 
the relationships that your future successor has with various 

lenders and funding institutions will impact on the future 

success of the business. Lenders want confidence in the 

sets of numbers they look at, and the person presenting 

them. therefore, it is imperative that you start creating the 

opportunities for your future successor to develop those 

relationships by being involved with the relevant people. this 

ensures a greater chance of these funders supporting the 

business plans of your future successor, creating a smoother 

transition.

similarly, does your future successor have the backing 

of external board members? will these people be willing to 

support your future successor and put forward their opinions 

and viewpoints objectively, honestly and openly in spite of 

how they may feel personally about your successor or how 

the successor may feel about them?

for example, you may have noticed over the years that 

richard Branson is no longer the star of Virgin’s advertising 

campaigns. this is a strategic move to ensure that the public 

views Virgin’s reputation as being created by the business 

as a whole, rather than by the actions or perceived presence 

of one person. this is in contrast to businesses named after 

the founder. without an obvious successor and a reputation 

built solely on the work ethic of the founder, future business 

growth may be unstable. In planning for succession, it 

is imperative that consideration is given to all business 

relationships, including suppliers and investors who will be 

looking to a strong leadership team that will sustain the 

business outside of its founder’s abilities.

IN PLANNING FOR SUCCESSION, IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT 
CONSIdERATION IS GIVEN TO ALL BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS, 

INCLUdING SUPPLIERS ANd INVESTORS

plannInG for a handover 
Once your future successor has been identified, it is important 

to be upfront about how succession will take place, for 

how much and when. will there be a transfer of shares or 

units? will new members be appointed to the Board or will 

there be changes in remuneration? It is vital to not only look 

at management succession, but ownership succession as 

well. ownership stability is crucial in any business and while 

transferring shares might seem like the most logical way of 

transferring ownership, it can be a source of problems later 

on down the track. different levels of experience, roles and 

external circumstances between family members can create 

shareholder issues as more people become involved in the 

business and the share of the ‘ownership pie’ dwindles. the 

individual income requirements of the shareholders may not 

always align with the working capital requirements of the 

business. therefore, it is imperative that there are clear and 

known procedures surrounding the business’s ownership 

structure and the procedures for any valuations, transfers, 

acquisitions or disposals of ownership and payment of 

dividends from the investment.

SeCurInG the future of the famIly 
a strong succession plan will also take into consideration 

the future ‘what ifs. In spite of the best of intentions, ‘happily 

ever after’ does not always exist. so how do you put in place 

a succession plan that protects the family business, both 

present and future, should there be a falling out amongst 

those involved, or should something happen to the leader of 

the business? It is therefore important that you have plans 

to protect the business from the consequences of such fall 

outs. whilst having a will and enduring power of attorney in 

place is essential to protect your visions for the future, it is 

also essential to ensure that these documents are regularly 

IMPLEMENTING A FAMILY CHARTER ANd A 
FAMILY COUNCIL IS AN EFFECTIVE WAY TO 

MINIMISE THE POTENTIAL FOR ARGUMENTS TO 
ARISE ANd REMAIN UNRESOLVEd
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reviewed and updated where necessary. this ensures that 

regardless of what happens to you, your family are taken care 

of and your wishes are carried out. likewise, it is important 

to ensure that your advisers (including your accountant, 

lawyer, banker and financial planner) are well instructed 

in these matters. Binding death benefit nominations for 

your superannuation assets are also critically important, as 

superannuation does not automatically form part of the asset 

pool in your will and should be reviewed regularly as they 

lapse every three years.

Implementing a family charter and a family council is an 

effective way to minimise the potential for arguments to arise 

and remain unresolved. a family council can be likened to a 

Board of directors for a family. their role is to provide a forum 

to openly discuss and resolve all family matters relating to 

the business including leadership, management, ownership, 

remuneration, training, performance expectations, career 

development and managing change for all family members. 

meetings are usually held at a neutral place, away from the 

business premises, with a set agenda designed to resolve any 

matters and positively move forward collectively as a family 

group towards a resolution. whilst a family charter can take 

time to develop, it is a document that captures the objectives, 

values and beliefs as well as guidelines for all family members 

in respect of the business

In Summary 
When planning for succession, first take a look at what 

structures you already have in place that may provide 

guidance on how any business transfer will take place. does 

this align with your intentions? If not, this will then provide 

the framework for any discussions, additions or changes that 

may be required to solidify your intentions for the future 

direction of your business. make certain you have plans in 

place that can deal with the ‘what ifs’ and have something to 

retire to. Have open and honest discussions on a regular basis 

with all stakeholders and ensure that you regularly review 

your succession structure, revising it where necessary so 

that you know how you will be exiting and that it is the right 

exit strategy and succession plan for you and your business. 

Circumstances can change over time; whilst succession 

planning can be a difficult process, a well thought out and 

implemented succession plan can ensure the financial security 

of a business founder, a stronger family identity and the future 

success of a business without its founder. 

SUCCESSION PLANNING CAN SECURE THE CURRENT 
BUSINESS OWNER’S VISION FOR THE FUTURE ANd THEIR 

FUTURE STANdARd OF LIVING
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                                       what Got you Into the muShroom 
buSIneSS?
sangam kurade: after my doctorate in food science & technology in 

the us, I came back starry-eyed to India and joined my father’s food 

consultancy. But the work environment wasn’t exciting, and I found myself 

dissatisfied. I persisted. We performed feasibility studies for multiple 

clients in the food businesses. one such study looked at setting up a 

mushroom farm for a large fertiliser company. that’s when my love affair 

with mushrooms began.

aGainst
thE tidE

entrepreneUrShip

Coming from a decent 
Goan family, carrying 
bags and crates in 
market, was perceived 
by some as a 
comedown.  I couldn’t 
have cared less!

the inspiring story of mushroom farmer 
dr sangam Kurade who toiled against 
all odds to create one of the largest 
mushroom farms in the country and make 
his state – Goa, proud of his achievements. 
sunil dias and lincoln araujo caught up 
with dr Kurade and traced his journey to 
becoming a top mushroom farmer in this 
freewheeling conversation
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but aren’t muShroomS a nIChe produCt? 
what’S waS So exCItInG about them?
sangam kurade: mushrooms are the food of the future. 

as we address the challenge of feeding the next billion 

people, mushrooms will play a pivotal role. with intensive 

production techniques, it’s likely to become a staple. 

further, cultivation recycles agricultural waste as a starter 

material. reusing waste biomass conserves resources and 

helps our planet.

This ability to positively influence people’s food habits 

through mushrooms was quite exciting. 25 years ago, not 

many people shared my excitement. now, with mushrooms 

becoming the fastest growing vegetable consumed in India, 

many more believe in my vision.

what also excited me about mushrooms, is that you can 

always make a better mushroom in terms of quality, yields 

and types. Some improvements might seem insignificant, 

but it adds up.

how dId you Start your buSIneSS?
sangam kurade: That’s quite a story! The first question 

was- where do I set up? our family had two bases-in delhi 

and in Goa. our remote ancestral property in Goa made me 

choose Goa.

the next question was- what all do I do? though 

mushrooms fascinated me, orchid cultivation and 

aquaculture also interested me. after detailed self-study, I 

went with my first passion of mushrooms.

next question was- where do I get funds? I was aware 

of the aCe program of ICICI, funded through usaId. 

I approached ICICI with a proposal. with no business 

pedigree or collateral, the ICICI manager rejected my 

proposal outright. I was dejected. Just by chance, I bumped 

into this big american gentleman, on the way out of the 

office. I got talking to him and shared my disappointment. 

He heard me out, asked about my business and told me to 

come with him. next thing you know I’m back in front of 

the ICICI manager. this man told him that ours was the type 

of project usaId wanted to fund. the gentleman was from 

usaId! I demonstrated some equity from my side and got 

the funding. We built our first mushroom cultivation room in 

Canacona, Goa in 1994.

how dId you SuStaIn your buSIneSS In the 
InItIal dayS from 1994 to 2002?
sangam kurade: we had a lot of hiccups. we started with 

oyster mushrooms and found the market wasn’t ready for 

them. we moved to button mushrooms. we had all kinds 

of serious issues with getting the technology right and 

people trained etc.

sales weren’t any easier. I drove around to distribute 

the product myself. our team was just 2 people, including 

myself! Coming from a decent Goan family, carrying 

bags and crates in market, was perceived by some as a 

comedown. I couldn’t have cared less!

Every day was a challenge- I was firefighting 

something or the other-local issues, production 

issues, market issues. with no mobile connectivity, 

communication was a challenge. from early morning 

(sometimes 2 am!) till late night I was working. I didn’t 

have the time to think about failure. I firmly believed that 

the product and business would succeed. Giving up was 

not an option!

how dId the buSIneSS Grow?
sangam kurade: In those early days, we made no money. 

From 1994 till 2002- we were in the red. Finally, in 2002 

on a turnover of Rs. 75 lakh we booked a profit of Rs. 5 

lakh and grew rapidly from there. In 1994 we started with 

5 cultivation rooms. After our first profits in 2002, we 

added 2 rooms. From 2002 to 2007, we doubled capacity 

to 13 rooms. By 2009 we were planning for a big jump to 

21 rooms, but fate had other plans.

what do you mean, fate had other planS?
sangam kurade: On October 2nd, 2009 Goa suffered one 

of its worst floods. Our Canacona facility was destroyed. 

I vividly remember seeing bales of hay used to make 

our starter material floating in the adjacent river. Some 

cultivation rooms had collapsed, others were full of river 

muck and metal cultivation shelves twisted. there was 

even a plastic chair sitting atop a coconut tree 6 meters 

high! the entire electrical grid collapsed. people were 

grieving. that devastated me mentally, emotionally and 

financially. Everything we worked for 15 years had come 

to nought.

dId you thInk of quIttInG the buSIneSS?
sangam kurade: the days between oct 2nd and 6th 

were terrible. I was demoralised. this setback wiped out 

my entire business. But on the 7th, I made the decision 

to fight back. From then on with my perseverance, my 

My wife, Tosha, 
was my support 
in those trying 
times

OFTEN BUSINESS OWNERS ARE WORKING SO HARd ON 
EVERYTHING ELSE THAT THEY NEVER GET TO THINK ABOUT 

THE EXIT STRATEGY, ANd THIS IS OFTEN THE KEY TO 
FINANCIAL SUCCESS
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wife’s savings, and the help of our bankers, we recovered. 

Within 100 days our product was back in the market. On 14th 

Feb 2010 we started harvesting small quantities -20 to 50 

kg- and made a comeback in the market. we restarted the 

facility of 13 rooms and expanded within 2 years, to 21 rooms.

my wife tosha was my biggest support in those trying 

times. she stood by me and was there for me. our workers 

were instrumental in bringing our facility back. they worked 

without salary for a month.

Post 2009, I wanted to de-risk single-location 

production. In 2012 we identified land in Usgao, Goa. We 

decided to setup our agri-business in the heart of Goa’ 

mining territory and with great access to Karnataka and 

Maharashtra. Production began in 2014.

what are your Growth planS and how do 
you market your produCt?
sangam kurade: we have 58 cultivation rooms across our 

facilities. By end-2019 we will have 80 rooms with an annual 

production capacity of 5000 tons. That will make us one of 

the largest players in India. By 2021, our target is 100 rooms 

and a 150 Crore turnover.

till now, every expansion has achieved full capacity 

utilization almost immediately. we match demand and 

supply and grow accordingly. we believe when you have 

a quality product which is consistently available, you don’t 

need fancy marketing. word-of-mouth helps market our 

product. and it doesn’t hurt that its free!

IS the next GeneratIon followInG In your 
foodStepS?
sangam kurade: my father and me are both doctorates 

in food science and technology from the us. my daughter 

aishwarya, has pursued my wife’s profession in medicine. 

my son anuj is a senior at pennsylvania state university, 

us. He’s a quick learner. Besides being co-chair of energy 

Hack on campus, he has organised several tedx events. 

He has initiated 3 start-ups in India. one start-up has been 

accepted by BIts BIraC Bionest at the BIts pilani (Goa 

campus) to be its first incubate. It plans to create natural 

enzymes from biomass. the second start-up plans to make 

renewable energy fuel briquettes as a replacement for 

furnace fuel oil. the third one plans on making the perfect 

vegetarian meat through a mix of mushrooms, jackfruit, flax 

seeds and beetroot.

what makeS you proud of your 
orGanISatIon?
sangam kurade: nowadays we hear of intensive vertical 

I’M NOT ONE TO GIVE UP EASILY 
THOUGH!  IF YOU HAVE A VISION 

ANd BELIEVE IT’S dOABLE, IGNORE 
TEMPORARY SETBACKS
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farming. we have been using intensive vertical farming for 

the last 25 years! we produce an agricultural product in 

Goa, a state not known for agriculture, using agrarian by-

products at an industrial scale. Goa produces barely 800 

tons of other vegetables annually- we alone do 6 times that 

volume! I’m also proud that our yields are amongst the best 

internationally.

do you have any reGretS?
sangam kurade: I wouldn’t call it a regret but sometimes 

I feel technically over-educated. with a more holistic 

education and exposure to business nuances, it might not 

have taken me so long to get here. I spent nearly a decade 

perfecting the growing method. In those early years I didn’t 

really focus on it as a business.

That said, I’m reaping the benefits now. When we 

started there were many players who entered mushroom 

cultivation with big money. they are no longer around. our 

Canacona facility is the oldest running in India. the key 

difference is that they approached it purely as a business.

you have had a lot of upS and downS. what 
keepS your ChIn up?
sangam kurade: Except those 5 days in October 2009, 

I never believed I would fail. When the flood hit people 

suggested I sell my land and move on. But I always 

believed I had a great future. I’m not one to give up easily 

though! If you have a vision and believe it’s doable, ignore 

temporary setbacks.

ON OCTOBER 2Nd, 2009 GOA SUFFEREd 
ONE OF ITS WORST FLOOdS. OUR 

CANACONA FACILITY WAS dESTROYEd

Mushrooms 
are the food of 
the future

sunil leads iv advisors (http://
www.iv-advisors.com). He helps 
1st and 2nd generation family 
businesses deal with stagnating 
or unpredictable growth

lincoln is part of iv advisors

your advICe for future entrepreneurS?
sangam kurade: you need to dream. and perseverance is 

key -especially in an agribusiness. there’s no fast money. 

not everyone is a billion-dollar unicorn. and it’s not 

necessary for everyone to be. success isn’t only counted 

in big numbers. the joy is in having a vision, creating 

and working hard to make your vision happen. I feel 

tremendously proud to be a part of a business which can 

feed the next billion people.

In a nutshell, I’ll say: “Build yourself like a pyramid- with a 

large foundation. Don’t worry about skyscrapers being built 

around you. And always look at the big picture. While you 

dream, you have to believe & persevere.” 
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By Craig west

OFTEN BUSINESS OWNERS ARE WORKING SO HARd ON 
EVERYTHING ELSE THAT THEY NEVER GET TO THINK ABOUT 

THE EXIT STRATEGY, ANd THIS IS OFTEN THE KEY TO 
FINANCIAL SUCCESSEXitinG a bUsinEss to  

oCCUPY CEntRE staGE

wHen It Comes to CHoosInG the time to sell a business, 

there are a number of misconceptions about what can bring 

the most profitable return. Here are four of the most commonly 

held myths circulating about selling a business as a succession 

plan, and what they often deliver in practice.

myth 1 – ‘the lonGer I hold onto thIS, the 
more valuable It wIll beCome’
overwhelmingly, business owners have a thought in their mind 

that links their businesses to real estate-like outcomes. that is: 

‘the longer I hold onto this, the more valuable it will become’.

nothing could be further from the truth.

whilst the investment in premises, as a part of the business 

plan and business investment structure, has proven to be a 

great strategy, the property may be the only thing left of value 

associated with the business, as the years of poor business 

acumen and review take their toll.

Businesses are a living thing, not inert bricks and mortar. 

property values are controlled by far bigger forces than any 

individual business. the owner’s business value destiny is in 

their own hands.

the main issue with this view is that it increasingly limits the 

exit options which might be available; some exit options take 

time and effort to implement correctly.

for instance, an employee share ownership plan 

(ESOP) is typically implemented over five to 10 years; it 

takes that long to transfer ownership and control to the 

employees and can’t be rushed!

one example followed the transfer of a small-goods 

business in sydney to a 75-year-old from her father who 

founded the business many years ago.

the associated assets, such as the building, plant and 

equipment, were old and needed substantial work and 

capital investment. This was difficult to debt fund for the new 

buyers – the end result being there was less capital available 

to pay out the owner and therefore a larger than normal 

vendor finance component.

this is the last thing you need for 75 years old!

myth 2 – let the buyer make the hard 
deCISIonS
too often business owners will identify change, draw attention 

to issues which need to be resolved and see ways to improve the 

business, but these get left for the buyer to address.

one business owner even said he left a few obvious things for 

the buyer to do so they “saw some upside” to it.

that’s the same as leaving the front fence fallen over on 

auction day so the buyer can see some upside in getting it fixed!

myth 3 – owner alIGnment, exIt IntentIon, and 
‘It wIll all work out!’
often business owners are working so hard on everything else 

that they never get to think about the exit strategy, and this is 

often the key to financial success.

However, many business owners haven’t had the conversation 

or done any planning, so an exit becomes a surprise and is rushed!

Business owners who strategically plan and manage their 

exit strategy can do two key things: maximise the value of the 

business and the amount they receive; and achieve a successful 

exit, which means the business can continue to be successful 

after the transfer. they can fund retirement and employees have 

ongoing employment and probably greater opportunity.

In some businesses, the ownership group is simply not aligned: 

they have never had a detailed conversation about exit intentions, 

timing or valuation.

the end game is uncertain; no one knows who is planning to 

retire and when; how much do they expect to receive when they 

sell? How is that going to be funded? who is going to buy in?

myth 4 – ‘Someone wIll buy It’
according to recent research by the exit planning Institute ‘state 

of Owner Readiness’ survey, 46.3 per cent of all business owners 

expect to transition in the next 10 years.

despite this, few have done any formal planning, as 79 per cent 

have paid some or no attention to exit planning and 75 per cent 

“profoundly regretted” the sale significantly within 12 months of 

selling.

a large number of businesses listed for sale by brokers fail to 

sell.

the reality is these are largely “distressed” assets; in real estate 

terms they are not ready to sell, the owners are not ready to leave, 

the business can’t run effectively without the owner, and most 

business buyers are not looking for a “renovator’s delight.”

In contrast, well-prepared businesses with a strategic exit plan 

and enough time to effectively implement a strategy to maximise 

business value and achieve a successful exit will always sell, and 

the owners will be able to adequately fund retirement and ensure 

the business continues to be successful. 

Craig West is a strategic accountant who has over 20 years 
experience advising business owners. Craig has recently joined 
mentored with mark Bouris as Ceo and is looking forward to 
helping smes in australia be more successful.

Selling your business - 4 popular myths!
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dRiVinG
aWaY to a
bRiGht FUtURE
all of twenty-two years old, siddhartha shekhar 
is re – defining what it means to start up and then 
be ready, steady at the wheel and go! the faB - 
MAG Edit Team caught up with the young finance 
graduate and spoke to him about his dreams, 
aspirations and of course his irrepressible drive to 
light up the world of taxis!

OUR GOAL IS TO 
PROVIdE FINANCIALLY 

SOUNd ANd COST-
EFFECTIVE SOLUTIONS 
THAT ARE MOBILE ANd 

IMPRESSIONABLE

you are 22 yearS old and do not Come from a 
buSIneSS famIly. how dId the entrepreneurIal 
buG bIte you?
siddhartha shekhar: although I do not come from a 

business family per se, I’ve always been curious about 

how enterprises work and the administration of the same. 

the courses and subjects I took up during my school and 

college days opened avenues for me to educate myself 

in the world of financial markets, and the fascinating 

approaches to be an entrepreneur. I always knew that I 

wanted to be my own boss, however I would’ve never 

dreamed that it would have come so early in life. that being 

said, I do understand that merely being an entrepreneur 

means nothing if you cannot find success in your venture.

how eaSy or dIffICult waS It to ConvInCe 
your father, a well-known and reSpeCted 
hoSpItalIty profeSSIonal, that you wanted 
to be an entrepreneur?
siddhartha shekhar: my father (and mother for that 

matter) have always only wanted what is best for me, but 

also what I believe is best for myself. they may push me 

towards pursuing career paths they see best fit, but they 

would never dissuade me from doing something completely 

unorthodox, or in this case, start a business in which I 

do not have an ample amount of experience. they’re 

always there to guide me, educate me, and support 

me, no matter what path I choose. so, trying to 

convince my father that I (a finance major) would 

excel in the field of outdoor advertising (something 

I have previously never given a thought to) by 

bringing to the city a completely untested, unmounted 

advertising platform, was much easier than I ever 

believed it would be. and to that end, I am grateful to 

both of them.

what waS the motIvatIon behInd lIt CabS? 
tell uS more about lIt CabS
siddhartha shekhar: lit Cabs is in the business of 

providing advertising solutions for black and yellow 

(kaali-peeli) taxis in mumbai. Back-lit panels atop taxi 

carriers provide companies with a unique and effective 

ooH advertising solution while supplementing the 

income of taxi drivers.

lit cabs put your brand and advertising right in front of 

prospective customers. our bold, backlit design reaches 

the widest cross-section of public who recognize and 

remember the advertising, giving you an edge in today’s 

highly competitive consumer marketplace.

mumbai’s black-yellow cabs are an iconic and 

essential part of the transport system and part of city 

life. advertising on cabs in mumbai will allow advertisers 

to reach out to their target group within a city; markets, 
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who has also been blessed with the creative genius of having 

incredible vision when it comes to the design of our panels, 

or the advertisement that we are putting up. any questions 

regarding production, or installation go directly to him. then, 

there is arjun meghe (son of dattatreymeghe) who knows 

the most appropriate way to connect us with the appropriate 

people when, say, permissions etc.have to be taken. who 

would’ve ever thought that getting permissions to start 

such a business would be the most challenging aspect of 

it? finally, there is aditya thorat who has a certain way of 

dealing with the taxi drivers and managing all the points of 

contact between them and us. and it would correct to say 

that handling the conversations and keeping all those who 

form part of the LitCabs taxi driver team is definitely no small 

feat. also, we make it a point to relax and unwind together 

as a team as much as possible (and believe me when I say 

that we grab every opportunity we can as often as we can). 

and I think therein lies our group strength, although I would 

be dishonest if I didn’t mention that sometimes disputes 

arise, but so far, we’ve handled every single one maturely 

and honestly.

what IS the key to handlInG dIfferenCeS of 
opInIonS between buSIneSS partnerS who are 
alSo frIendS?
siddhartha shekhar: the key to handling differences is 

malls, cinemas, railway stations, airports, etc., reaching a 

concentrated and varied audience including but not limited 

to shoppers, residents, tourists, visitors, professionals from 

diverse fields and age groups essentially capturing an 

entire city audience. We understand how difficult it is for 

entrepreneurs, small business owners, and service-oriented 

businesses to finance advertising costs because advertising 

solutions in Mumbai are financially draining and many a 

times only the established, capital heavy names are able to 

do so. Our goal is to provide financially sound and cost-

effective solutions that are mobile and impressionable; 

competing with those of billboards, bus stands and other 

transit media.

you Started lIt CabS wIth three other 
partnerS who have been your frIendS 
for many yearS. how do you manaGe 
both relatIonShIpS – frIendS and buSIneSS 
partnerS?
siddhartha shekhar: the four of us understand the individual 

value that we each bring to the company. therefore, 

whenever any altercation or disagreement regarding the 

way in which we would like to carry out certain tasks arise, 

we consult the forefront partner who has the greatest 

experience in that realm of work. for example, Jyotiba patil 

(grandson of former Cm Vasantdada patil), is an art major 

BACK-LIT PANELS ATOP TAXI CARRIERS PROVIdE COMPANIES 
WITH A UNIqUE ANd EFFECTIVE OOH AdVERTISING SOLUTION 

WHILE SUPPLEMENTING THE INCOME OF TAXI dRIVERS

understanding the role each one of us plays. we each 

have our strengths, and our greatest strength is knowing 

each other’s strength. However, no such incredible 

difference has made itself known so far in the running of 

this business. and if ever such a day came, I would like to 

see how we would deal with it, and then maybe I could 

publish another article in the magazine…

what waS the beSt advICe you Got from 
your father aS you Started lIt CabS?
siddhartha shekhar: father has this unique ability of 

being super optimistic, but also bringing you back down 

to earth whenever necessary (and its usually always 

necessary). so, I think the best advice he gave me went 

something like this - failure is not a bad thing, it’s a 

better teacher than anyone or anything else because it 

teaches you with experience. don’t be afraid to fail, but 

make sure that you learn whatever you can during the 

process. time is on your side, and it’s better to fail now 

and fail hard than later in life when your margin for error 

slims down.

waS there any advICe GIven by your father 
that you Completely dISreGarded?
siddhartha shekhar: my father has always been one 

to give very sound, solicited advice. His various 

experiences in the multiple arrays of life have blessed 

him with this blend of old-school yet advocationg 

modern approaches to problems. As difficult as it may 

seem, at the tender age of 59 (I apologize father if you 

do not want people to know your age), he seems to 

be extremely understanding of how millennials such as 

myself think and operate. therefore, his advice is always 

heed-worthy and never comes across as either preachy 

or know it all, and for that I am forever grateful.

what IS your vISIon for lIt CabS?
siddhartha shekhar: the great part about being 22 

is the fact that in the next 10 years any and all of us 

could very well be doing completely different things, 

or have evolved the company into a different enigma 

completely. I might be the youngest of the partners, but 

none of our ages fluctuate to beyond 25 years of age. 

Its daunting to think that maybe your business might 

not succeed, for whatever reason that may be. But itis 

also liberating knowing that you may be on the brink of 

something extraordinary, and that to me is the vision for 

litCabs; no matter where the business moves or how 

its operations change or what scale they change to, we 

should be doing something extraordinary. 
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doctor or a lawyer. few would have dreamt of the day 

when social media influencer was a possible profession 

that us digital natives would flock to in droves.

parents must temper their natural instinct to force their 

child into the family business. Instead they should focus 

on diagnosing what the inheritor’s interests are. often 

inheritors do not want to take over the existing business, 

rather they wish to diversify into newer, more exciting 

areas. these “diversifying Inheritors” are different from 

unwilling Inheritors and should be dealt with in a different 

manner. the unwilling Inheritor is one whose interests lie 

completely separate from their parent’s existing business. 

think wanting to become a marine biologist when their 

parents produce and sell wooden furniture.

Once correctly identified, parents should focus on 

encouraging the inheritor in their interests. the opposite 

approach, i.e. forcing their children into the family 

business is a much-repeated tale throughout history, and 

only leads to the destruction of both the family and the 

business. there is nothing worse than a resentful or an 

uninterested inheritor. allowing the unwilling Inheritor 

to pursue their interests has the benefits of letting them 

understand intrinsically whether the dream they had in 

their heads matches the reality of their situation.

two possibilities arise from such an approach. In the 

first instance, the unwilling Inheritor realizes that their 

interest is a hobby, rather than a full-time profession. 

allowing the inheritor to come to this conclusion by 

themselves has a catalyzing force, which parents can then 

channel towards reintroducing the family business into 

the inheritor’s life. from a parent’s perspective this is the 

best-case scenario. yet the other possibility, where the 

inheritor happily pursues their interest isn’t so bad either. 

Knowing one’s place in the world is a powerful thing and 

should not be underestimated or discounted.

“But what about the business?” one might be tempted 

to ask in such a scenario. as mentioned, there is good 

news on that front. the increasing professionalization 

of family businesses and the success that has come 

from that should give heart to existing owners of such 

businesses. more often than not control of the business 

remains within the family, while day to day management 

is left in the hands of competent and professional 

managers. parents must involve the Inheritor in such a 

process and make them responsible for transition. this 

By Karan Bhasin

THE TROUBLE IN MOST FAMILY BUSINESSES,  
UNLIKE TRAdITIONAL CORPORATE BUSINESSES,  

IS THE ELEMENT OF EMOTION

thE REbEl
inhERitoR

Before proceeding further, it is worth examining the 

psyche of such ‘unwilling Inheritors’. Born just a few years 

before or after the liberalization of 1991, these children 

of capitalist India have never known the old India. the 

one characterized by red tape, license quotas, and an 

expectation that business could not proceed without a 

connect with politics. where their parents inherited or 

built their business in an environment of scarcity, these 

inheritors have grown up in an environment of plenty. 

Private schools, foreign education, the influx of the 

internet is among the many things that have expanded 

their horizons. the old India was characterized by the 

saying that one could only either become an engineer, Karan Bhasin is a young leader who works with deloitte.

would take the form of the inheritor being consulted on 

major business decisions but not necessarily involved 

in the day to day running of the business. this option 

affords both the parents and the inheritors the best of 

both worlds. the parents get to keep their child invested 

in the business, and the child is free to pursue their own 

interests.

the trouble in most family businesses, unlike traditional 

corporate businesses, is the element of emotion. parents 

must recognize that an inheritor having their own 

interests is not an affront to them personally, rather it is 

the consequence of being born in better circumstances 

than they themselves were. parents want the best of their 

children, this is true. thus, they must accept that the best 

course of action for their children may not always be their 

ideal course of action for the business. The trick is finding 

the right balance, so as to preserve both the family and 

the business. 

opinion

                             tImes are a CHanGInG, a statement 

that applies especially well to a certain type of family 

business inheritor. these inheritors, most likely in their 

20’s, confound their parents by declaring an absolute 

disinterest in anything relating to the family business. “It’s 

a phase”, “they’ll grow out of it”, “make them spend a 

month in the office and they’ll change their minds!”. These 

are the oft repeated refrains parents use to convince 

themselves that it’s only a matter of time before the 

inheritor comes around. on that front, there’s bad news 

and then there’s some good news. The bad? – they’ll 

never come around. The good? – it isn’t the end of the 

world, there are things that can be done.
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By douglas d Box

FAMILIES THAT HAVE CREATEd A FAMILY COUNCIL 
OFTEN FINd THAT EACH TIME THEY COME TO A GOOd 

dECISION, RESPECT FOR THE PROCESS GROWSis GoVERnanCE in FaMilY 
bUsinEssEs a nECCEsitY?

ComInG up wItH a Good defInItIon of family 

Business Governance can be difficult because it means so 

many different things to different people. In the broadest 

sense, Governance in the context of a family business helps 

families make better decisions and in the long run, minimize 

conflict.

Because business-owning families tend to grow 

more complex over time, it is critical to have some form 

of Governance in place early enough to deal with the 

inevitable challenges that family firms are known to present. 

In my experience, families that need Governance the most 

are the least likely to have anything at all. In fact, many 

families don’t ever bother to address their Governance 

needs at all or they wait until it’s too late.

due to the complexity and uniqueness of the family 

enterprise, Governance is something that must be custom-

built from the ground up. It should also include - but not 

limited to - the following:

• A sense of shared values

• A transparent decision-making process

• A reasonable set of expectations

shared Values: the process of drafting Governance-

related documents (such as a family Constitution or 

mission statement) is typically more useful than the end 

result or the nice-looking binder it’s printed on. the most 

important thing is that the family comes together and 

engages in a collaborative process (perhaps with the help 

of an outside expert) that helps the family come to terms 

with what their enterprise is all about. revisiting these 

principles from time to time - by reading them out loud at 

the annual family meeting, for example – and holding family 

members accountable can help a family stay connected to 

each other and achieve collective goals.

decision-Making Process: while reaching agreement 

on a set of shared values is vital, it doesn’t create a 

framework for decision-making. this is where the family 

Council comes in. Ideally, the family Council is the chief 

decision-making body for the family enterprise. families 

that have created a Family Council often find that each 

time they come to a good decision, respect for the 

process grows. with each favourable outcome, the system 

gains more and more credibility. eventually, it becomes 

a violation of the family’s culture to challenge decisions 

made by the Council. If the family can get to this point, the 

authority of the family Council can become sacrosanct - and 

this is usually a good thing.

setting reasonable expectations: Having a clear set of 

rules, policies and procedures in place can prevent a lot of 

conflict in the first place. For example, a Family Code of 

Conduct during meetings (e.g. turn off cell phones, don’t 

interrupt, no blame-casting, etc.) helps to create the structure 

that many families need but don’t have. the key thing here is 

this: conflict does better under structure. Governance helps 

create that structure.

ComponentS of a famIly GovernanCe SyStem:
A Family Council: an entity composed of family members to 

address family issues, business issues and the potential for 

conflict between the two. This is the chief decision-making 

system as well as a conflict management system.

Advisory board: typically composed of family and a few 

non-family members, it helps identify and prioritize business 

issues objectively and then makes recommendations to the 

Council on how to address them.

Official Family Meetings: periodic gatherings of all adult 

family members; it provides a forum to educate family 

members on the family business; updates on important 

events; and to reinforce the family constitution or mission 

statement, etc.

Family Mission statement: an articulation of a family’s 

shared values and collective mission; it spells out what is 

important to the family and the direction – in broad terms – 

of where it wants to go.

Family Wealth Constitution: more administrative and 

specific in nature, this document expresses more precisely 

how the family puts its mission statement into place within 

the operations of the business

Family bylaws: a more precise set of guidelines and 

regulations by which the family agrees to govern itself. the 

Bylaws augments and enforces certain general provisions of 

the family Constitution.

Governance is a tough sell and there is much more to this 

topic than I can cover in this short article. In my 12 years of 

experience as an outside advisor to family firms, few business 

owners fully understand the importance of it. therefore, 

before taking on the daunting task of building such a system, 

I’d strongly recommend getting some outside help. 

Douglas has worked, for the past 15 years, in the field of family 
business doing succession planning, corporate governance and 
mediation for business owners and high net-worth individuals. He 
has built a specialized skill set to improve trust and communication 
for families in business together. 

dUE TO THE COMPLEXITY 
ANd UNIqUENESS OF 

THE FAMILY ENTERPRISE, 
GOVERNANCE IS 

SOMETHING THAT MUST BE 
CUSTOM-BUILT FROM THE 

GROUNd UP
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shikha Bhatia is her father’s daughter in 
every sense of the word. she has clarity and 
determination like her father and is taking her 
family’s furniture business to new heights. Juggi 
Bhasin caught up with her to take a peek into her 
world of fine wood work

AS MUCH AS SOCIETY HAS CHANGEd A WOMAN ALWAYS HAS TO PUT 
THAT EXTRA EFFORT TO PROVE HERSELF TO SUCCEEd

thE aRt oF haMMERinG  
UP a sUCCEssFUl bUsinEss,  
PlanK bY PlanK, nail bY nail

YoUnGiStan

when dId you deCIde that you wanted to joIn your father’S buSIneSS?
shikha bhatia: while growing up I was slowly exposed to my father’s business. sometimes in the 

evening I would go to the factory with my parents and see the production set up although with little 

interest. As the years went by, I would often think what i should do after I finished school. My father has 

two daughters; the elder one moved to the usa after marriage. I was the obvious choice for my father 

to induct into his business. we would often discuss this possibility, though I had no strong opinions 

about joining or not joining him at that point in time.

As time passed, after my school I started attending office with him and going to sites, interacting 

with clients some of whom I found interesting. It was gradually then that I decided to join his business.

how dId you Get InduCted Into the buSIneSS?
shikha bhatia: even though I had decided to join the business there were days when I was not sure 

of my decision. my induction into business was not gradual. In the early months I was not focused. 

my father found me always distracted from work. I tried my hand at various things - from accounts 

to purchasing to stores. finally I got into drawings. I took a short course in auto cad. I soon became 

good at drawings. since I regularly went with my father for client meetings at site and at the architect’s 

offices, I developed the art of interacting with clients, understanding technicalities, negotiations and 

finally being the face of the company. Today my father takes care of the factory and I handle the 

showroom.

you are amonG the Small perCent of women InherItorS. dId you have to 
ConvInCe your father to let you Start workInG In the famIly buSIneSS?
shikha bhatia: my father needed no convincing to allow me to join the family business. In fact, he was 
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be required to be both technically sound and financially 

wise. as much as society has changed a woman always 

has to put that extra effort to prove herself to succeed.

how dId your extended famIly reaCt to ‘a 
GIrl joInInG the buSIneSS’?
shikha bhatia: my family is a small family and both my 

parents were very happy and supportive of my joining 

the business. they strongly believe that a woman needs 

to be financially independent. The extended family is a 

mix of those who feel girls should be married off early 

and others who feel it is very important for girls to work 

and stand on their feet. there was never any negativity 

from anyone regarding my joining the business.

the Gen-next ComeS Into the buSIneSS wIth 
theIr new IdeaS. how doeS the Gen-next Get 
the new IdeaS Implemented?
shikha bhatia: one of the secrets of success of a 

business is to be flexible to change. This encompasses 

adapting new methods, new thinking, new products. 

those that have changed with time have survived and 

prospered. Any new generation when taking over first 

needs to observe and assess the nature of business, bring 

skills sets in the business and change what is irrelevant 

and slide in new ways without disrupting the business. 

new generation also needs to respect the sensitivities of 

the old owner/managers.

how dId you overCome the reSIStanCe from 
the workerS In the faCtory who would 
have dealt only wIth your father tIll 
then?
shikha bhatia: since I had joined my father’s business 

very early, I became a familiar face both in the office 

and in the factory. I spent lot of my earlier years at work, 

communicating through my father, so as not to upset 

the chain of command. I started visiting the sites on 

my own when our workers were working there, so they 

had no choice but to discuss the issues with me. I also 

started making frequent visits to the factory by which 

our workers recognised me, reacted favourably when i 

made any observation or suggestion. I made it certain that 

i appreciated every little thing the workers did so they 

would not see me as an outsider but as one of the team. 

over the years they have accepted me. they see me in a 

position of authority almost as much as my father even 

though he will always remain the final authority. Of course, 

I find comfort in that reality. 

BEING A WOMEN INHERITOR 
MAKES ME HAPPY BUT 

IT COMES WITH THE 
RESPONSIBILITY OF TAKING 

WHAT MY FATHER STARTEd TO 
A HIGHER LEVEL

always very keen to have me on board. He is one of 

those small percentage of people in our society who 

think girls and women should be treated specially, given 

more opportunities to stand on their feet, be financially 

independent and not be dependent on anyone for 

money. He strongly feels women should get the chance 

to rise up in life for men have had their way for too long. 

He respects my judgement greatly and consults me in all 

matters even though we often disagree on many things. 

our decisions are always guided by both business ethics 

and financial sensibilities but business ethics always win 

out. Being a women inheritor makes me happy but it 

comes with the responsibility of taking what my father 

started to a higher level in every sense.

how dId the ClIentS reaCt to dealInG wIth 
a younG woman InStead of a veteran lIke 
your father?
shikha bhatia: after having joined the business with my 

father Ii was initially like an observer. I watched my father 

conducting himself with clients, i learnt many things from 

him but I also did other things my way. my father has 

never forced me to his style as long as the basic business 

principles were adhered to. Initially I was just a person 

tagging along with my father for our clients - a silent 

observer, a young girl to chat with. But after they would 

regularly find me at the showroom and at site meetings 

I was easily accepted. the clients never looked at me 

any less than my father. In all the years that i have been 

working with my father there may have been one odd 

instance when I was not taken seriously. However today 

every client deals with me with no reservations as my 

father has taken a back seat and looks after the factory. I 

am very comfortable with my responsibility after all these 

years of doing interesting business.

how Can other women Start preparInG 
themSelveS to be part of the buSIneSS?
shikha bhatia: the business conditions in India have 

changed greatly since I first got into working with my 

father. there are lot more women working for themselves 

in every field. There are quite a few who are in my 

situation working in family businesses. the opportunities 

are there for the taking; a woman needs to do what she 

is best qualified to do by way of skills and interests. If a 

woman has interest in a particular field, she must acquire 

the knowledge in that before starting on her own. If she 

acquires the right skills, she can take care of all areas 

of business. Initially when the business is small, she will 
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tracing the rise and rise of Career launchers 
promoted by satya narayanan

laUnch pad

an idEa that 
laUnChEd a 
thoUsand 
CaREERs

tHe faB - maG CauGHt up with the dynamic satya narayanan 
who started Career launchers at a very young age and has built it 
into one of India’s largest education service providers.

you flIrted brIefly wIth profeSSIonal lIfe before StartInG 
Career launCher. waS ItS dISIlluSIonment wIth profeSSIonal lIfe 
or the drIve to Start your own venture that waS the GeneSIS of 
Career launCher?
satya Narayanan: It was the latter. It was my drive to do something of my own that 

led to my starting Cl. I was not at all too long to feel disillusioned; I was there barely 

for a year before I started Cl. so, I had far more energy, I was far too restless to be 

working, and this idea of doing something in the area of education began to grow 

rapidly in my head and that’s why I could not wait. I just jumped off and started 

something on my own.

Volume Ix 63
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had there been anyone elSe In the famIly 
who waS In buSIneSS? what waS your 
motIvatIon?
satya Narayanan: no, no one in the family was in business. 

neither earlier, nor later. so, my motivation has fairly been 

inside out. I didn’t try to emulate anybody, because there 

was nobody. looks like I had a compulsive disorder, and it 

looks like it just took charge of me and propelled me in a 

particular direction and then, Career launcher happened. I 

didn’t have any role model to look up to. and at that time 

there weren’t a lot of companies. even Infosys was very 

small at that time. so, the only name you could think of was 

the tatas. But they were a large company, they weren’t an 

entrepreneurial inspiration. so, I’d say my motivation had a 

lot to do with something inside-out.

the eduCatIon buSIneSS IS uSually 
aSSoCIated wIth Grey haIr. you were In your 
mId - twentIeS when you launChed Cl. how 
dId you deal wIth the ‘perCeptIon’ ISSueS?
satya Narayanan: Good question. I was 24 and I had some 

students who were 28. on a humorous note, I did try to 

put on weight to look older. my goatee was also an effort 

at the time to look more mature. But having said that, 

beyond a point, students are very smart and what looked 

like a handicap became our strength very quickly. I would 

tell my students to call me by my name. so, it gave out 

the impression that satya is very accessible, that Cl is 

very accessible. If a girl was walking in the same direction, 

I would drop her home on the way back. students would 

come to our common bachelor’s home for interviews. Cl 

became a youth brand in the delhi university campus in 

the 1995-2000 era. What apparently looked like a handicap 

became our strength.

aS a younG entrepreneur dId you Get 
everythInG rIGht the fIrSt tIme? If not, how 
dId you deal wIth the Stuff you Got wronG?
satya Narayanan: the interesting thing about 

entrepreneurship is, if you get 30% of what you’re trying 

right, you would have built a Career launcher. If you would 

have got 60% of it right, you would have built a TATA. 

so, making mistakes is an integral part of entrepreneurial 

journey. so, how do you correct it? you try and calibrate 

the mistake, so one mistake doesn’t cost death to you. 

second is you keep your ears close to the ground, so you 

learn about your mistakes even as they are unraveling, and 

then you do course corrections in very short, agile steps. 

you cannot say this is how I’m gonna paint it, and then go 

away for 6 months, and say oh but this isn’t what I want 

to make. you’ve to review it after every hour, after every 

day, every week, after every quarter. so whatever mistakes 

you have made, those are getting corrected, whatever 

Suicide is always committed 
alone. Becoming an 
entrepreneur is like 
committing suicide as you 
don’t know if it will be a 
success or not
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EARLIER A KId WOULd 
COME ANd SAY; “dAd I 

WANT TO BUILd A .COM”, 
THE dAd WOULd SAY 

“WHAT IS THIS?”. TOdAY A 
FATHER IS GOING WITH HIS 
dAUGHTER ANd TRYING TO 
UNdERSTANd WHAT IS THIS 

AI ANd ML THAT WE ARE 
TALKING ABOUT.

at the end of the second generation. now their kids are some 

14, 17, 21, etc. so this is talking about how has the aspiration 

of that family business changed? and again, while the father 

may not have gone to a top engineering school or a business 

school, the parents realized that education makes a big 

difference and one of the changes that have happened in the 

family business is that the children are educated from good 

high-quality universities either in India or abroad. so that’s 

one change that has happened. the other change that has 

happened is, the children now, when they are coming back 

with exposure to the new world, they are not necessarily 

super excited about taking forward the exact business that 

the father was doing. they want to seek out. they want to 

look at new companies. How can I build a flipkart? a make-

my-trip? How can I build a tesla? that’s what these guys 

are trying to become. that’s the second change that has 

happened. parents are also seeing that the next generations 

of companies have built wealth many times more than what 

was built in the last 40 years, these kids have done it in 15 

years. Why am I not able to do that? So, 10 years ago, when 

a kid would come and say; “dad I want to build a .com”, the 

dad would say “what is this?”. today a dad is not saying 

that. today a father is going with his daughter and trying to 

understand what is this aI and ml that we are talking about. 

I have a 2000 crore company, it does 100 crores of profit, 

Can I take 10 crores every year, give it to him or her, and be 

assured that they won’t waste it? Can I take part in the new 

economy? that’s the third change that has happened.

So, the first change is education for children. The second 

is keenness of children to participate in newer models and 

technology led business. and the third is, parents now have 

become friendly co-learners, co-experimenters with the 

younger generation.

you Started Cl alone. what are the 
advantaGeS of GoInG Solo from day one? 
lookInG baCk do you thInk you would have 
Grown dIfferently If you had a partner?
satya Narayanan: suicide is always committed alone. 

Becoming an entrepreneur is like committing suicide as you 

don’t know if it will be a success or not. so, it’s another way 

of saying “lets fall in love with this week”. It doesn’t happen 

like that. from that point of view, entrepreneurship is a 

very personal journey. and then when the journey begins 

to take shape, people who have the opportunity to observe 

you, they may gravitate towards your journey, so they may 

become your partners or co-travelers, etc. so, from this 

point of view, I think that searching for a partner too early is 

consumer feedback, customer experience, market insights, 

they keep coming back and feeding you to improve the 

product or service that you are doing.

what were Some of the ChallenGeS that you 
faCed then? do you faCe the Same ChallenGeS 
today?
satya Narayanan: Challenges are different but nevertheless 

there are many. at the time the challenges were: do I 

survive? How do I get my first customer? Or the 100th? How 

do I build a team? How do I build profitability?

today the challenges are of the scale. How do I go from 

200 cities to 1000 cities? How do I build entrepreneurial 

culture in the organization with every new entrant who is 

coming in as an employee or a business partner? How do we 

stay innovative as a large company of 1000 people? So, it’s 

not that I shout, and four guys get to work. some of them 

see me just once a year. so, the challenges are different, but 

they are still there.

throuGh Cl you touCh the lIveS of thouSandS 
of younGSterS. have the aSpIratIonS of the 
younG dIfferent from the oneS you had yearS 
aGo?
satya Narayanan: needless to say, aspirations have changed 

because aspirations are always a conversation between 

what I can be, and what opportunities are available in the 

environment in the context in which I live in. today students 

talk about adding ml and aI to their skills if he or she is an 

engineer. at the time an engineer would say I want to get 

into the best engineering companies. today the number of 

people who say I want to be an entrepreneur, or a startup 

also is high, which was not so much a decade or two ago. so, 

the way the aspirations translate into specific career goals 

has definitely changed. But that the youngster is aspirational 

is as intensive today as it was 15 years ago. so, people are as 

ambitious, but their ambition has changed.

what are the aSpIratIonS of the Gen-next of 
famIly buSIneSS ownerS?
satya Narayanan: family business owners are traditional 

business, and over the last couple of decades, many have 

managed to send their children abroad for good quality, 

high quality education. so, while he must have done some B. 

Com and joined his father who, let’s say, was a textile trader, 

and then he joined him, integrated a little backwards, put 

machinery, did manufacturing and then they’ve grown. and 

let’s say they have grown into some 300 500-crore company 

BEING ETHICAL, BEING FOCUSEd ON EdUCATION ANd 
BEING GROUNdEd ANd FRUGAL; THESE ARE SOME OF 

THE THINGS I HAVE LEARNT FROM MY FAMILY
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I WAS LIKE WOW IF I CAN SURVIVE, NOT GO BACK TO A 
JOB, GROW THIS COMPANY, HAVE 200, 500 PEOPLE, ANd 

THEN CAN I LIST IT?

I COME FROM A FAMILY WHERE 
WE WOULd HAVE BEEN NOTHING 

WITHOUT EdUCATION

futile because you don’t know how long you will last, or what 

judgement calls you’re taking is right or wrong. yes. It is 

extremely important to find a team whose goals and values 

are aligned with yours to make it into a real proposition 

that can go on to become a grand success. so, it’s not like 

I ran the company alone for too long. after a year Gautam 

puri joined me. after another year, nikhil joined me, then 

sujit joined me. But at all times, you are letting people to 

come and join you who believe in the direction in which the 

company is going. so, you do need people who are on the 

same wavelength as you, but it’s not exactly important to 

necessarily start with a partner in the initial stages.

takInG the Company publIC IS not an eaSy 
deCISIon for any promoter. what waS your 
motIvatIon for takInG your Company to Ipo?
satya Narayanan: I think that the eventual destination of 

entrepreneurship which starts with one person owning 

the idea and the company. and the nirvana of it is, when 

a million people own the company. It’s like how a billion 

people own the country. But there are ten million people 

who own the shares of reliance, or of Google. then what 

happens is that the journey that I started as a personal 

journey becomes an institutional journey, and the chance 

of it lasting as an institution goes up dramatically. so, if I 

were to come under a bus 15 years ago, Cl would have died. 

today, Cl will not die. Because you lose a great guy, you 

may slow down for a few years, but you survive. so, there 

could be marginal differences in styles, outcomes, rate, etc. 

But largely, the chances of it surviving beyond the life of a 

person go up when it’s a publicly listed company because 

people have the right to ask questions. and that’s what 

makes the management be on their toes. and that was my 

biggest motivation when I started. It was a massive dream. I 

was like wow if I can survive, not go back to a job, grow this 

company, have 200, 500 people, and then can I list it? So, 

listing it was like seventh heaven.

what advICe would you GIve promoterS who 
want to take theIr Company publIC?
satya Narayanan: I would say 2 or 3 things.

one, make sure your governance is extremely good. the 

way in which you do your business. ensure that everything 

you do is done in the right way of doing it. so, do things 

ethically. Corporate ethics and corporate governance should 

be top notch.

second is, you go public only when you know that you 

have gotten to a point where you can more or less see 

the next ten years of reasonably predictable growth. so, if 

you’ve started your company last year, you can’t go public this year. there’s a minimum size and 

resilience that is necessary. so, once you are stable, then go public would be my advice.

famIly valueS InfluenCe the Culture of the famIly buSIneSS. what famIly 
valueS have you CarrIed Into your buSIneSS?
satya Narayanan: I would say one of my family values, have become my business itself. not just 

the manner of doing business which is education. I come from a family where we would have 

been nothing without education, and my family is also a family of teachers. so, my grandfather 

was a teacher, my father was a teacher, my mother ran a small school at home. so, one family 

value that has become the business itself is education. other than that, I would say, being ethical, 

being very values driven is something I have got from my parents, my family. It is something that 

I have tried to bring into Cl, and I’ve always believed that this is one of the biggest strengths of 

Cl as a company.

what haS been the role of your famIly In your journey?
satya Narayanan: I think the family has been the most critical part of my journey. Being ethical, 

being focused on education and being grounded and frugal; these are some of the things I have 

learnt from my family. this has helped in building Cl to whatever extent we have built till now. 

Today the 
challenges are 
of the scale. 
How do I go 
from 200 cities 
to 1000 cities?
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By Juliette Johnson

dURING THE EARLY “AGE OF INNOCENCE” IN THE FAMILY 
BUSINESS LIFE CYCLE IT’S POSSIBLE, qUIETLY ANd CALMLY, 

TO LAY dOWN GROUNd RULES ABOUT TOMORROW’S 
PREdICTABLE PROBLEMS

thE Road ahEad FoR  
FaMilY bUsinEssEs

There were two children by the first marriage and two by 

the second. So as well as the potential for conflict between 

ex-spouse and new spouse, tensions may play out between 

the two sets of half-brothers and half-sisters, likely to have 

grown up hearing very different accounts of the family 

history and being quite disparate in ages.

Issues like this may seem rather abstract and 

unimportant in the early days of the family business as it’s 

propelled along by shared excitement, adrenalin and a vista 

of apparently limitless opportunities, but these or other 

potentially explosive family issues will for sure turn up at 

some stage as the company grows and expands.

the good news is that in a family business it’s relatively 

easy to predict these family risk factors, providing a 

valuable opportunity to talk about them in advance, plan for 

them, and to minimise their impact by setting up guidelines 

and processes that will govern what’s going to happen 

when they do arise.

during the early “age of innocence” in the family 

business life cycle it’s possible, quietly and calmly, to lay 

down ground rules about tomorrow’s predictable problems 

before they become personal to any one individual or 

group – at a time when they remain interesting, theoretical 

conundrums, as opposed to a later incarnation as very real, 

awkward, emotionally charged and potentially disastrous 

problems.

key StrateGIeS and GuIdelIneS
encouraging a forum for open communication on these 

issues and allowing everyone to put forward their views is 

essential. A good starting point is education – teaching the 

family about the challenges of ownership and learning from 

the experiences of other families. some family members 

will feel uncomfortable discussing sensitive issues, so 

it’s important to ensure that everyone is well prepared 

(agree agendas in advance) and conscious of the potential 

challenges that lie ahead.

try to make sure no one feels defensive and that family 

members are allowed to express their views without 

interruption, while providing a framework for subsequent 

questions and debate. urge everyone to focus on the future 

rather than the past, and to make the most of their golden 

opportunity to put in place sensible policies to govern how 

the family will manage future, potentially divisive issues. 

encourage everyone to think about “what-if?” questions on 

topics like:

stronG BusInesses are constantly looking ahead, trying 

to forecast future commercial risks and opportunities, with 

varying degrees of success. family companies need to do 

this too, but they are exposed to an additional sort of risk 

factor – family risk – which can undermine an unprepared 

business just as quickly and comprehensively as more 

conventional threats.

let’s think for a moment about the challenges of some 

randomly chosen, but common scenarios for a family 

business.

when family businesses transition from the second to 

third generation, for example, cousins will likely become 

involved as both employees and shareholders. this 

challenges family cohesiveness because, unlike second-

generation siblings, cousins will have been raised in 

different households with different parents, different values 

and different perspectives on the family business.

another potentially troublesome, stressful but wholly 

predictable scenario concerns family members working in 

the business but underperforming – how is the family to deal 

with this? Can the individual be reprimanded, demoted or 

even sacked?

similarly, for a whole range of reasons, previously 

committed family shareholders may want, or need to sell their 

shares. But unless the business has a stock exchange listing 

there will be no ready market. Difficult questions arising 

include the importance of keeping the balance of shares 

between family branches, whether other family members 

can afford to purchase the shares, or could the company buy 

them back, and what is the fair value of unquoted shares, 

especially if they represent a minority interest in the company 

and are subject to a significant discount?

and what of divorce and remarriage? say a shareholder 

working in the family company is divorced and remarries. 

opinion

opinion
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with over 15 years of experience as an advisor, facilitator and 
educator, Juliette has developed a strong reputation for helping 
families transition their wealth and family businesses, smoothly 
from one generation to the next. she is a fellow of the Institute for 
Chartered Accountants and hold a practicing certificate from the 
family firm Institute (ffI)

family jobs: what should be the criteria for working in 

the business? should in-laws be allowed to join? what if 

family members do not perform to appropriate standards? 

what rules should govern management succession and 

selecting the next leader? when should family members 

retire? you know that all these questions are going to come 

up at some point, so it’s much better to tackle them in 

principle and in advance.

family communication and decision making: as the 

family tree grows, communication becomes more important, 

and more difficult. Similarly with decision making – how do 

you agree and what happens if you don’t agree? How should 

conflict be managed? It’s much, much easier to work out 

what should happen in potentially stressful situations if you 

formulate policies and rules before such situations arise.

acquiring ownership: who is entitled to own shares? 

what about spouses? what about stepchildren or adopted 

children? everybody will have a different view, but you’re 

better off deciding on a policy before any family members 

think about passing shares outside the family.

selling shares: set the rules on shareholders exiting at 

a time when nobody wants to sell – before anyone knows 

the value of the shares or whether they’re a buyer or a 

seller – because, at that early point, discussions can be 

non-confrontational and non-personal, and it’s in everyone’s 

best interests to arrive at a fair process.

writing down your family’s conclusions on all these 

issues is essential. It could be in a full-blown family 

constitution, or in a less formal memorandum of 

understanding, and some of it (especially ownership issues) 

might best be included in a shareholders’ agreement. the 

format doesn’t really matter, as long as everyone feels they 

have been consulted and decisions are recorded in writing 

– this helps avoid the problem of “selective amnesia” (a 

family business trait!) and also allows the family to revisit, 

review and update what should amount to a “living” 

rulebook.

families can never expect to predict every single risk 

in advance but working in this organised way on those 

risks that are predictable, prepares them to cope better 

when the unexpected happens. more importantly, looking 

ahead in this way – working together to assess risks, agree 

strategies and devise governance mechanisms – improves 

communication, builds trust, helps the family manage 

everyone’s expectations, and lays excellent foundations for 

family cohesiveness and family business sustainability. 

STRONG BUSINESSES ARE CONSTANTLY 
LOOKING AHEAd, TRYING TO FORECAST FUTURE 

COMMERCIAL RISKS ANd OPPORTUNITIES
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rishabh and saloni shroff of 
Cyril amarchand mangaldas
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         asK rIsHaBH whether he found it difficult to work with his wife. ‘I have 

grown up seeing my parents working together in the same room,’ says rishabh. 

Vandana and Cyril shroff have shared an l-shaped table in the same room for 

more than thirty years now. ‘they talk to each other throughout the day and 

discuss all matters,’ says rishabh. Vandana and Cyril have heard other people 

talk about them working together and decided to try working in separate 

rooms. ‘But those were the most miserable days of my life,’ says Vandana. they 

went back to being in the same room and sharing their table. ‘we decided ki 

logon ki baaton ki parwah nahin karni chaihiye (we should not care about what 

people talk about us). If it works for us then we should go ahead with it,’ says 

Vandana firmly. Rishabh and Saloni are not there yet, but are already leaning on 

to each other to add on to what the other is saying.

the founder of Cyril amarchand mangaldas and his son both have their 

wives in the business as active partners. paridhi is also a co-inheritor of the 

amarchand mangaldas legacy. she is married to Karan adani, the elder child 

of Gautam Adani. She is part of the firm and is a senior associate at the 

Ahmadabad office, where she works full time and focuses on infrastructure-

related matters, and helps lead the ahmadabad practice overall. this is at a 

stark contrast to the almost universal phenomenon of families keeping their 

women as far away from the core business as possible. ‘we, as a family, and 

the firm, really value the contribution of women in the business,’ says Rishabh 

seriously. Close to 47 per cent of CAM’s employees are women—both at the 

partnership and at the associate level.

BooK extract 
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All the women in the family are part of the firm as well. ‘Apart from 

my mom and wife, my sister is also a part of the firm,’ says Rishabh 

proudly. ‘In fact, it was her condition precedent [before getting 

married] that she be allowed to work as a lawyer before she said yes,’ 

laughs Vandana. ‘my niece, who is less than a year old, has already 

started going to the office,’ says Rishabh with a chuckle. ‘The next 

generation is getting ready.’

The fifth generation of Shroff women might be getting immersed in 

the office in Ahmedabad now, but the process of getting the women to 

work side by side started at the time of the founder himself. ‘rishabh’s 

great-grandmother taraben shroff was a very progressive lady,’ saloni 

says with pride. taraben had only studied and passed her exams till 

the tenth standard, but she actively encouraged her daughter-in-law 

to study law and work with Suresh in the firm. Considering that it was 

the mid-1900s, and women were not encouraged to work outside the 

house, taraben shroff clearly was a pioneering woman. the culture 

she set up for the family firm continues even today four generations 

later. women are treated as equal partners at work. In fact, women 

are actively persuaded to be part of the firm as equals. ‘I come from 

a family of jewellers and women work there as well, but the dynamics 

were different,’ says saloni. this was one of the things that attracted 

her to the shroff family. ‘for me, it was simply fascinating to see the 

women equal to, or even better than men, in the firm,’ she says.

Cyril amarchand mangaldas stands out as a shining example of 

embracing diversity. It starts with their hiring process. ‘all we do is 

hire the best candidates passing out of the law schools,’ says rishabh 

matter-of-factly. ‘there are simply more women in the top percentiles, 

so we hire them.’ saloni nods vigorously and adds ‘I want to quote what 

Papa [Cyril Shroff] says: “The firm does not hire women or men. We 

only hire good lawyers.”’

‘It is one thing to hire more women, but most of them also stay,’ 

continues Rishabh. Indeed, the firm has women who have been working 

there for more than thirty years. ‘they have married and had their kids 

while working. we call them the amarchand kids,’ laughs rishabh!

the lawyers rarely work alone. a good lawyer needs research 

material and has to work with others. Thus, many in the firm end up 

spending time together. ‘We have many inter-office or intra-office 

marriages at amarchand mangaldas,’ laughs rishabh. while he does not 

admit it, I am sure that the firm tacitly encourages these romances. ‘At 

the end of the day, if people are happy and they work together, we are 

also happy,’ says rishabh, like a true family business owner.

The fact that the co-head of the firm is also a woman helps in making 

the working environment easier for women. ‘I must say I am extremely 

proud of my firm and its gender diversity and the role that women have 

played in its growth and branding,’ says Vandana.

‘we all remember spending all our birthdays and our anniversaries in 

office,’ says Rishabh. The firm understands that the grandfather clock 

does not guide the work of lawyers.

there are times when lawyers—men and women—do not leave the 

office till early hours of the morning. The firm, therefore, takes this into 

account and has the systems and infrastructure to support women 

who work long hours. Vandana agrees about the workplace being safe. 

BOOk ExTRAcT 
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Sonu Bhasin is the author of The Inheritors – Stories of 
entrepreneurship and success. https://www.amazon.in/Inheritors-
Stories-Entrepreneurship-Success-ebook/dp/B0767JFKB4

‘one is physical safety and the other is emotional safety,’ 

she explains. Many of the women who work at the firm 

would have left their homes in their late teenage years to 

go to a law school. they stay away from their parents and 

miss out on the emotional support that elders in the house 

provide. these young women look at Vandana and the 

senior lawyers as their surrogate parents. ‘there have been 

umpteen times when the young women have shared with 

us their personal news—like an engagement or even falling 

in love—literally at the same time that they have told their 

parents,’ says Vandana proudly. Very clearly, women are 

an integral part of the firm. ‘When my parents were looking 

for a wife for me, I was clear that I wanted someone who 

would work with me,’ says rishabh emphatically. Having 

seen his parents work very closely together, he was 

adamant that his wife, if she were not a lawyer, at least 

work in a related domain. ‘for me, I can’t imagine a life 

where my wife would not work with me,’ says rishabh. 

even though he plays the piano himself as a stress buster, 

he says, rishabh did not want a wife who was an artist or 

a painter and certainly not a sit-at-home wife. ‘therefore, 

when they met saloni and she agreed, it was very lucky,’ 

says Rishabh with a satisfied smile.

‘so, was it a deal-breaker for you? was it like if you 

want to get married to rishabh, then you will have to 

be a lawyer?’ I ask saloni. ‘oh, they approached it very 

gently,’ she says with a deep chuckle. ‘But we did talk 

about how the legal profession is very interesting and how 

it is not only about reading scary, fat books.’ at Columbia 

university, studying art history, saloni was far away from 

legal studies, with no prospect of becoming a lawyer 

anywhere in her mind. However, fate had other plans. ‘In 

our family, the women became lawyers after they got 

married,’ says rishabh.

While it has only been a few years for Saloni at the firm, 

rishabh has spent more than ten years already. ‘and that 

is not counting the years when I would spend time at the 

office while I was still at school,’ he says. He was clear from 

early childhood that he wanted to join the profession. ‘I find 

the work very attractive and interesting,’ he says. ‘plus, the 

trust that clients place in you is very satisfying.’ 

Copy write Penguin random house. this extract is 

published with the approval of the publisher.

“THERE HAVE BEEN UMPTEEN TIMES WHEN THE YOUNG WOMEN 
HAVE SHAREd WITH US THEIR PERSONAL NEWS—LIKE AN 

ENGAGEMENT OR EVEN FALLING IN LOVE—LITERALLY AT THE 
SAME TIME THAT THEY HAVE TOLd THEIR PARENTS”
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so, the syndrome of the ‘house of intrigue’ naturally grips 

family run businesses especially those that stand at the cusp 

of a generational change. and that’s the other point I wish to 

make about intrigue running riot in family business. all family 

businesses reach a point of inflexion in their trajectory. This 

point of inflexion usually comes when the patriarch grows 

old and feeble and looks for support, clarity and perhaps 

even words of comfort from someone that whatever the 

patriarch did in his lifetime was noteworthy.

It is undoubtedly a moment of weakness for the patriarch 

and his company. In a professionally run company a board 

of directors takes care of such issues when the Ceo is 

enfeebled or incapacitated, infirm or indisposed in some 

way. How many family businesses appoint boards or a 

council to steer the ship in such times? Very few. the only 

board that functions at such times is the unofficial one of 

the wives, the favourite son, a favourite manager or even a 

mistress who comes into play when the patriarch becomes 

fuzzy in his choices and decision-making ability. Intrigue sets 

in and there is heart burning on all sides.

the only way out of the house of intrigue is when the 

patriarch - relatively fit and young and clear sighted, signs 

iron clad agreements about succession or equity matters 

leaving no room for dispute or back tracking. But this is easier 

said than done. In a country like India for instance many of us 

and certainly business people are loath to sign wills because 

of a superstition that such an act shortens the life span.

the simple point is that the family business promoter 

has no time to think of what will happen in the future or be 

worried about it. He simply lives in the present and wants to 

consolidate on it. professionally run companies never stop 

to think who after the Ceo? there is always an assembly line 

of talent moving up to take their place. often talent from 

outside is also roped in.

no such luck in family businesses. the entrepreneurial 

mind of the family business promoter lives too much in 

the present to be worried about what will happen thirty 

years from today. or perhaps the entrepreneurial mind sub 

consciously selects a small corner of the mind open to play 

for intrigue, a jockeying for power and the rallying cry of 

‘let the games begin!’ 

By Juggi Bhasin

THE SYNdROME OF THE ‘HOUSE OF INTRIGUE’ 
NATURALLY GRIPS FAMILY RUN BUSINESSES 

ESPECIALLY THOSE THAT STANd AT THE CUSP OF 
A GENERATIONAL CHANGE

FaMilY bUsinEssEs WithoUt 
intRiGUE? PossiblE?

In one-word no. name a family business or enterprise 

which has not had its share of succession problems, 

hierarchy fixing, or equity split and handover. The sceptic 

will argue that such problems occur in professionally run 

companies also. true that but there are certain red lines 

professional companies will never breach while a muddying 

of waters becomes the norm rather than the departure in 

family businesses.

succession planning is perhaps the key area where 

intrigue and back door manipulation come in full play. and 

the reason for that is not hard to understand. a professional 

company basically runs on the premise that the top job 

or senior positions will go to the person most qualified or 

competent. there is a lot of talk in family business circles 

that such a paradigm is being incorporated or at the very 

least is being actively considered or is in various stages of 

implementation in at least the more well known, enlightened 

family businesses.

that might be true, but these developments are still not 

the norm. the reason for that is quite simple. In a lot of cases 

a single person, a patriarch kind of figure builds the business 

ground up on the strength of his mettle and innovation. 

such a person has not gone through the chain of command 

or hierarchy in a professional run company. Going through a 

chain of command imposes a sense of bureaucratic checks 

and balance on the individual’s personality. The patriarch – 

entrepreneur has risen to the top precisely by upturning this 

chain of command.

so, the question is moot that if the patriarch has not 

conformed to organizational red lines why will he do the 

same when it comes to handing over the business to the 

next in line? the point I am making is that there is a high 

degree of arbitrariness, personal choice, likes and dislikes 

when it comes to cutting the family business pie and 

handing over the biggest chunks.

let us also not forget the mistake King lear made 

centuries ago when he carved out his assets for his 

daughters. what was true then is not very different now. 

Factors like the influence of wives and mistresses, the 

affections of a favourite son or daughter, the sinister 

influence of outsider -advisers on the patriarch in his old age 

– all these and more are factors that influence the decision-

making abilities of the patriarch to hand over business. 

professionally run companies seldom tread this path.

Juggi Bhasin is a best selling thriller writer and the author of agent 
rana, the serialised graphic novel in the times of India daily. He 
can be reached at Juggibhasin@gmail.com
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